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THE INTERACTING EVOLUTION OF SOVIET AND AMERICAN MILITARY DOCTRINES

The fundamental question of the modern era, Moscow never tires of telling us, is the problem of war and peace. Fortunately peace has prevailed between the great powers. It has been an age of diplomacy, but diplomacy with a keen respect for what the Soviets call the "correlation of forces," including the military correlation. Behind the deterrence and counterdeterrence postures of the superpowers lie the options for the use of force that they believe to be viable and credible.¹

As the technologically more advanced country, the U.S. has taken the lead in developing options for most of the postwar period. We pioneered in all-out nuclear war. When our virtual monopoly of intercontinental-strategic weapons was broken at the turn of the 60s, we pioneered in options based on flexible response, although all development options were not thoroughly exploited. Special attention was given only to the bottom of the escalation ladder -- conventional war -- and to the top -- countervalue assured destruction. Considerable restraint was shown in developing options in between, i.e., tactical-nuclear, Eurostrategic and intercontinental-counterforce. As will become clear from my discussion, I do not make this observation in criticism of American development policy of the 1960s; our strategy, after all, was one of flexible response, and in the 1960s Moscow was taking
no development initiatives in these intermediate areas that required a major response. It is different in the 1970s. The history of the last decade suggests that, if we are going to respond quickly and effectively to new Soviet options, then we have to know at any point what they are up to and where they are going, in order to get our act together ahead of time. It is my feeling that we have tended to lag on both counts.

In the 1970s Moscow has indeed seized the development initiative. Soviet statements and the timing of doctrinal innovations reveal that their development strategy is realized in five-year increments, coinciding with the five-year plans. The evident objective is to acquire a new, independent option in each five-year doctrinal period. In the first half of the 1960s, Moscow apparently felt it had only one viable option -- all-out world nuclear war. At the turn of 1965-1966, a conventional local-war option was added, as the underpinning for a Third World diplomacy of force. At the turn of 1970-1971, Soviet statements began to point to a limited intercontinental-nuclear option, involving initial counterforce strikes and countervalue withholding. Finally, at the turn of 1975-1976, evidence began to accumulate of a possible Eurostrategic counterforce option. This can be only a viable independent option if Soviet Eurostrategic systems are intended for eventual deployment in Eastern Europe, not the USSR; and Soviet discussions suspiciously imply that this has been the plan from the beginning.
This brings us down to date. If our estimates of Soviet doctrinal evolution are correct, we could legitimately infer a possible long-range development strategy, aimed at the systematic, methodical pursuit of the full range of flexible-response options, one at a time. Consider the developmental sequence. Ignoring the local-war, Third World tangent of the last half of the 60s, and focusing only on Soviet preparations for coalition war, the sequence suggests a design of working from the top of the escalation ladder downward. The easiest step would be the first -- all-out nuclear war -- which also has the virtue of protecting the highest values. Then would come a difficult option technologically, i.e., intercontinental counterforce, followed by what appears to be a full-fledged Eurostrategic capability on the next rung down. There are obvious dangers in schematic projection but, if the pattern holds up, we might see in future five-year doctrinal periods a Soviet commitment first to tactical-nuclear war and then to purely conventional war. Although my conclusion runs against the grain of much Western thinking, neither of these types of conflict as yet seem to have emerged as full-fledged independent options. There has been, since the mid-60s, a progressive expansion in the duration of both types of combat in Soviet strategy as distinct phases of a so-called "war by stages" that will "inevitably" escalate to the strategic level. Planning during the current doctrinal period seems to be in terms of a "strategic operation" of perhaps 30 days in the case of the initial conventional phase and
possibly a second strategic operation or even a campaign, of unknown duration, in the succeeding tactical-nuclear phase. One can only speculate, but the next Soviet step might be to plan for a whole war in the case of each option, but sequentially, not simultaneously. The sequential, step-by-step approach displayed in Soviet military development in general was presumably inspired by economic limitations, which would not permit concurrent development on all fronts. Moscow has not "changed its mind" over time; because of economic and technological constraints, it has had to "realize its mind" in increments.

This is the thesis in outline. It is necessary now to detail and document the interacting evolution, and suggest what the West might do to cope. But one final note before proceeding.

In collating American and Soviet doctrines, we are often warned against mirror-imaging; there are striking differences in strategic culture due principally, it is said, to the influence of Marxism-Leninism. I, too, would wish to warn against mirror-imaging, but find the source of the danger in a different direction -- in the failure to distinguish between relative capabilities for prosecuting various options. This is not to say that the selection or rejection of options is entirely value-free; in a relatively undifferentiated society such as the USSR, which is the case to a certain extent even in the post-Stalinist era, the influence of ideology is all-pervasive. Still, the impact of capabilities is such a dominating consideration in option selection.
that it is almost certain to drown out the noise generated by ideology. It is true that capabilities do not emerge like Topsy, as the unfolding, say, of some inner technological logic; conscious decisions are usually made to develop and produce weapon systems, with some political and strategic purpose in mind, which of course gives leeway for the intrusion of values. However, it is difficult to find qualities in Marxism-Leninism that would lead Moscow to disdain any of the options of the nuclear era. These options amount to nothing more than exploiting available technology to meet different political and military contingencies, and to promote objectives of varying magnitudes at varying levels of cost, tailoring costs and levels of effort to benefits. After all, the history of the Soviet state has been largely a matter of advancing and protecting small interests as well as large ones, employing limited or relatively unlimited means as befitted the strategic situation and the value of the objectives.

It is not at all incidental that the Soviets seem to agree in principle with this estimate. Leninism has always enjoined that the proletarian state have the same capabilities as the capitalist, allowing them no "window" to gain entry. One of the great conceptual breakthroughs of the post-Stalinist era was the acknowledgement that, while socialist and capitalist societies were regulated by two different and incompatible sets of social laws, both were nevertheless subject to the same principles of war and would employ the same strategies in the armed struggle, to the extent
that "both capitalist and socialist societies have similar military equipment, and the character of the equipment is an important factor in determining the methods used in the armed struggle." 4 Since the armed struggle is the proper subject of military science, this meant that the military science and military art of bourgeois and socialist states have "common foundations." 5 This also meant common foundations for the so-called "military-technical" or "military-strategic" aspect of doctrine. The full force of Marxism-Leninism is spent on the "socio-political" side of doctrine, which specifies the purposes for which force is applied. 6 The military-strategic side of doctrine, however, which specifies how force is to be applied and therefore selects its data from military science, 7 is largely value-free and determined primarily by objective capabilities. Soviet personnel might execute their strategy more brilliantly and heroically, and from a higher sense of duty, but this does not affect the character of the methods used. 8

It is important to emphasize, however, that while Soviet theoreticians implicitly warn against mirror-imaging, in practice they do not follow their own precepts. They mirror-image crudely, distorting Western strategy to accord with their own. This is not an unconscious process but a deliberate one, designed to serve the requirements of both propaganda and esoteric communication. With respect to the propaganda requirement, mirror-imaging promotes optimism on some occasions through denial of any Soviet lag in op-
tions; on other occasions, it legitimizes unique Soviet postures and initiatives as simple reactions to our own. With respect to communications requirements, it enables Soviet writers to use real or alleged Western intentions as surrogates for their own in sensitive matters. Recognition of this latter technique is absolutely indispensable if insight is to be gained into Soviet discussions, since in the military sphere sensitivity extends to almost every aspect of any importance.

U.S. Strategy in the 50s and 60s

What is strategic culture? One suspects it is a repository mainly for concepts of such long standing that their origins in very concrete circumstances have been forgotten. This has been the fate of mutual deterrence through mutual assured destruction (MAD); having become a free-floating concept, detached from time and place, it could even be projected onto the past. It is surprising to encounter the widespread notion, held by proponents and opponents alike, that MAD was born in America with the explosion at Alamogordo -- a spiritual fission product of the "second coming in wrath." There is, of course, this difference in the two attitudes. Proponents of MAD see it as the sign of unmerited grace, opponents only the stubborness of the peccatum originale. Thus, men have always either worshipped their fetishes or belabored them
when life turned sour; in both cases they were coming to grips with enchanted phenomena.

Surely it is time MAD was brought down from the clouds onto firm ground. The concept itself may have followed hard on the detonation at Alamogordo, but only in principle; in practice it would take another 15-20 years for it to become a firm part of American policy. The strategies of neither the Truman nor the Eisenhower-Dulles era were keyed to assured destruction, much less mutual assured destruction; they were war-waging strategies, oriented on the benefits to be preserved rather than the costs imposed, and firmly rooted in perceptions of relative capabilities -- originally of an American monopoly of nuclear weapons, and, later, a decisive superiority in strategic delivery systems. When President Eisenhower in December 1953 lamented the prospect of civilization being destroyed, the context of his remarks, which we tend to forget, showed that they applied to the current situation in only a limited sense; it was precisely at this time that the Administration became openly committed to massive retaliation, with the clear implication that the U.S. itself would very likely be the one to initiate escalation to all-out war. Even Mr. Dulles' qualifications of the doctrine, beginning in 1957, were not so much based on any new strategic insight per se, as on emerging American tactical-nuclear capabilities not previously available in quantity, coupled of course with the gradually improving Soviet
strategic posture, which over time was making an all-out U.S. response less attractive.

Nor did the Kennedy Administration, in reformulating U.S. strategic doctrine, move immediately and directly to MAD as the authoritative regulating principle at the nuclear level. Moreover, even after the move was made, MAD does not seem to have assumed quite the overwhelmingly central role in total American strategy that is often attributed to it by critics as well as defenders alike. "Everybody knows" -- what on occasion slips consideration -- that a major and a secondary accent were placed on our conventional and tactical-nuclear options, respectively, both of which were based on war-waging strategies. Even though we will not be saying anything not already in the public domain, it might be useful to review U.S. development programs of the 1960s and the rationales behind them, in order to make our conceptual understanding explicit and provide an indispensable part of the setting for discussing Soviet development.

Moving in order from the bottom to the top of the escalation ladder, the U.S. development record of the 60s, put briefly and in an admittedly oversimplified way, was as follows:

- conventional forces -- initial restraint, subsequent heavy development
- tactical-nuclear -- substantial initial expansion, subsequent stagnation
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- Eurostrategic -- an early decision to phase out the enormous inherited arsenal (Thor, Jupiter, B-47) was consistently followed through;\textsuperscript{16}

- intercontinental-counterforce -- initial heavy emphasis, subsequent disavowal and development restraint;

- intercontinental-countervalue -- originally intended only to deter all-out war, assured destruction became the only criterion for our strategic posture.

Put baldly in this way, U.S. development strategy seems arbitrary and inconsistent; in fact, it was neither. It did reflect two different successively-held strategic concepts, based on two different perceptions of the balance in development potentials, the first of which was later estimated by the Administration itself to be wrong. However, each of these concepts was coherently thought through and, given current U.S. perceptions of the balance, can even today be justified for their time by mainline deterrence theory.

Although designated as a \textit{response} strategy, the approach initially taken by the Kennedy Administration in 1961 was in fact a strategy of \textit{escalation}.\textsuperscript{17} It did not, to be sure, have the rigid escalatory character of the previous strategy of massive retaliation, and for it we might coin the term "strategy of flexible escalation." \textit{It is extremely important to recognize that the Administration at this time did not aim at an independent conventional}
option for coalition war in Europe. We did want to build up our conventional forces to handle Third World crises more adequately. We also wanted a conventional buildup in Europe, but with the limited aim of negating Soviet "salami tactics." Because nuclear war is so destructive, the decision to initiate the use of nuclear weapons, even on a limited basis, has to be reserved for vital issues. But this meant that the side with conventional forces could use them on a relatively limited scale, taking a bite at a time, with each bite appraised in the West as itself not worth the costs of nuclear resistance. The Administration wanted forces sufficient to contain these limited probes and convince the Russians of American resolve. However, should the Soviet attack prove massive and therefore obviously aimed at major objectives, prevailing thinking did not aspire to stopping Moscow at the conventional level. In this, defense officials were under the spell of the strategic culture of the 50s, which despised of matching the Russians in non-nuclear combat. **18**

It was this pessimistic appraisal of the Western conventional potential that determined the nuclear side of the strategy of flexible escalation. If the Soviets persisted in a massive conventional assault with which the West could not cope, Washington itself would have to make the agonizing decision to introduce nuclear weapons. However, the U.S. no longer had the luxury of a unilateral massive retaliation option; in the not too remote future the USSR would be able to respond in kind. Since the costs
of all-out war could not be readily justified by the interests at stake, the West needed limited nuclear options. Adoption of this strategy of graduated or flexible escalation determined the large-scale buildup of tactical and strategic nuclear forces that followed. The Administration persisted in strategic expansion -- indeed, levels were raised -- even after it had determined to its own satisfaction that the "missile gap" was a myth. Exposure of the myth may even have contributed to expansion, since it made counterforce a more viable option.

As in the case of massive retaliation, the U.S. now relied upon a war-winning nuclear strategy, but one in which both sides exercised countervalue restraint; mutual assured destruction operated in the narrow sphere of deterring, not strategic nuclear war in general, but only its all-out form. Critics of the McNamara strategy have wondered why Moscow would consent to eschew the countervalue option, in which it could claim credible capabilities, in favor of a counterforce option, in which it was clearly inferior. There can be no doubt that McNamara appreciated this critique in the abstract, but he also seems to have appreciated the very concrete conditions that would vitiate it. The decision to resort to any option is based not only on a relative-effectiveness calculus but on a cost-benefit calculus. Moscow itself would have to make the decision to escalate to all-out war, and the costs incurred in all-out war today cannot be justified by any
conceivable set of aggressive objectives; rationally, it could at best be justified only by defensive objectives, i.e., the preservation of the Soviet system. If Moscow could be convinced that down the escalation road it would be put in a decision-making bind by Washington's nuclear counterforce option -- and Mr. McNamara was doing what he could, through declaratory policy and strategic development, to carry conviction on this score -- then it might be persuaded to abjure force entirely. In the competition to shift the decision-making burden onto the opponent's shoulders -- which, after all, is the very essence of a successful diplomacy of force -- the Soviet Union would enjoy the initial advantage, with its presumed superiority in conventional forces, but the "last word" might very well belong to the U.S., if it could establish a credible superiority in limited nuclear options.

The high point in the American commitment to a strategy of graduated escalation came with Mr. McNamara's speech at Ann Arbor in June 1962; subsequently the whole edifice was gradually dismantled in favor of a full-fledged strategy of flexible response. The old strategy had already led to an abandonment of the Euro-strategic option, and the new strategy gave no cause to take it up anew. However, flexible response did determine the new interest in large-scale conventional conflict as an independent option, the downgrading of tactical-nuclear development, and the shift from counterforce to countervalue as the basic rationale for strategic programs. There is little or no mystery about the shift to an in-
dependent conventional option. Skeptical from the beginning of prevailing estimates of Soviet conventional strength, the Administration was able to demonstrate to its own satisfaction from a thorough intelligence review that, with little additional effort, the West could hold its own. However, the Administration has not been as successful in clarifying its rationale for reduced nuclear objectives.

McNamara's biographer has presented the lowering of ambitions as purely a matter of strategic re-thinking: up to Ann Arbor, McNamara was relying on the inputs of others; later he was thinking for himself. McNamara's published explanations, too, seem to turn mainly on calculations at the level of strategic systems: the abandonment of a nuclear counterforce strategy was predicated on our inability to disarm the USSR completely in a first strike and thereby prevent unacceptable damage from a Soviet countervalue strike. Clearly, this cannot be the explanation. McNamara's Ann Arbor strategy was advanced in the full knowledge that we could not execute a disarming strike; and in returning to counterforce development in the 1970s there was just as full a recognition that the goal of a disarming strike is even further removed, if only because the USSR now has a viable sea-based strategic system. In both cases U.S. strategy was based, not on a capacity to disarm the USSR unilaterally, but on Soviet self-restraint, assumed to be as much in their as in the American interest in a wide
range of contingencies. There was as much reason to count on that self-restraint during the decade 1963-73 as in the periods before and after.

In fact, the explanation for lessened U.S. nuclear ambitions should not be sought at the nuclear level itself but at the conventional level. The perception of Western conventional incapacity had fed the drive for limited nuclear options -- a strategy of escalation. The correction of that perception now set the stage for their downgrading or abandonment -- a strategy of response. Given the same potential for effectiveness at all levels, in a contest of political wills a strategy of response is far superior to a strategy of escalation. A little reflection will show why this is so. A decision to respond in kind involves no costs whatsoever; the costs have already been incurred by the enemy's attack. A decision to escalate, however, generally involves additional costs, expended for an objective that remains the same in value. Even if the objective is worth the additional costs, the cheaper price is always preferable to the more expensive.

Thus, the first principle of a strategy of flexible response can be expressed aphoristically as follows: I make all the easy decisions; my opponent makes the hard ones. However, to appreciate how this shift in the decision-making burden is made possible, one must move from the cost side of the calculus to the effectiveness side: Whatever my opponent can do, I can do better. Now
that the Administration had altered its perception of the conventional balance and no longer needed limited nuclear options as part of a strategy of escalation, it only had to examine the balance at the various nuclear levels in terms of the strategy of response. In other words, flexible development does not imply flexibility in the abstract, an impartial across-the-board attention to all options. The calculation has to be dynamic rather than static, examining the interaction between the levels and within the levels. In short, there are only two good reasons for developing any particular option: (1) if you yourself need the option unilaterally (a strategy of escalation) or (2) if the opponent has taken the development initiative and you have to match him (a strategy of response). Should neither contingency exist, the field of potential development can lie fallow or at least not receive full cultivation.

The Administration had already determined that the West, given modest improvements and the will to maintain the balance, did not itself need a tactical-nuclear option, except in the limited sense of insurance, a hedge against the unanticipated failure of our conventional option due to the emergence of a greater than expected threat;28 this, however, was a far cry from the previous tactical-nuclear perspective, predicated on an anticipated conventional failure from an expected threat. When it turned to Soviet tactical-nuclear development initiatives, it concluded that the
U.S. was not only "substantially superior" at this level, but that Soviet systems lacked both the accuracy and the reduced nuclear yields for an independent tactical-nuclear option. As Secretary of the Army Vance put it at the time, their capability amounted to "a blunt and imprecise instrument, better suited to operating in conjunction with a strategic exchange than in limited nuclear conflict." Given this perception, the U.S. could afford a cavalier neglect of tactical-nuclear development beyond a certain (already achieved) level of superiority.

At the Eurostrategic level, there was even less reason for development emphasis. The West did not need the option for a strategy of escalation, even as a fallback, and Soviet capabilities, while large, were not such as to permit an independent option. The lack of accuracy and the high yield of Soviet medium- and intermediate-range systems would make a Eurostrategic attack indistinguishable from an all-out effort. Perhaps more to the point, since these systems were deployed at fixed sites in the USSR rather than in Eastern Europe, an exchange of Eurostrategic strikes would automatically involve Soviet territory; and if Soviet territory were involved, it was unlikely that the U.S. itself would escape unscathed. Given the inherent instability of any practical Soviet Eurostrategic option at that time, therefore, flexible response would be unimpaired if Soviet Eurostrategic systems were countered by weapons deployed in the U.S., where (given
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the greater warning time) they would be less vulnerable than in Europe.

The same reasoning apparently operated at the intercontinental level to downgrade the Ann Arbor counterforce strategy. The West was expected to hold at the conventional level, and if not there, then at the fallback tactical-nuclear level. The requirement no longer existed for a Western counterforce initiative; development of the option now turned on Soviet capabilities. Again, it was concluded that the USSR lacked the capability for an independent option. On the one hand, it did not have the kind of countervalue systems that could be securely held in reserve. On the other hand, given the state of ICBM technology in the 60s, when even under conditions of parity the ratio of targets killed to missiles launched could never be as much as one, much less greater than one, the U.S. would be in the superior position even after taking the full fury of a Soviet first strike -- and the larger the Soviet first effort, the greater the U.S. margin of superiority in the aftermath. In the jargon of the trade, the second strike was stronger than the first strike.

It was therefore concluded that Moscow had the capacity only for all-out war with the accent on countervalue; it was sufficient for the U.S. to respond to this in kind, using assured destruction as the only criterion for strategic development. In McNamara's view, an all-out attack on the part of the Russians was
not a viable war-waging strategy; it was credible only if the sur-
vival of the Soviet system was at stake. Since the U.S. had no
aggressive intentions, money could be saved on expensive tactical
and strategic programs and development and training focused on
other options; studies, therefore, tended to terminate with the
initial exchange of strategic strikes. To continue to prosecute
the counterforce option would also have a bad effect on the Rus-
sians. If their view of the balance at all levels was roughly the
same as that of the U.S., Moscow would not unreasonably conclude
that Washington nourished ambitions that went beyond the deter-
rence of Soviet initiatives, thereby fostering instability,
heightening tension and promoting an unnecessary arms race. Under
the circumstances, the more responsible approach was to permit pa-
rrity in assured destruction; this would allay legitimate Russian
defensive anxieties without providing rational grounds for the of-
fensive use of strategic weapons.

It is hard to fault the Kennedy-Johnson Administrations on
their strategic logic; an attack on their development approach, to
be successful, would have to be against McNamara's understanding
of the balance at the conventional, tactical-nuclear and strategic
levels, where his logic took its point of departure. This author
can claim no expertise on the real balance at any of these levels.
However, even a correct appreciation of the balance (assuming
there can be such, short of the test of war) is less relevant than
Moscow's perception of it, however flawed. In this connection,
one can legitimately infer from Soviet declaratory policy that
Moscow's perception was much the same as Washington's.

Soviet Strategy in the 50s

Soviet strategic thinking is normally revealed in highly ab-
stract formulas, one of the most important of which is that deal-
ing with determinants of the "course and outcome of war." As Co-
lonel Pyatkin wrote a quarter of a century ago, "To know the law-
governed character of war means, above all, to know how war origi-
nates, what its nature is, and which factors determine its course
and outcome." Indeed, as we shall see, the changes rung on this
theme constitute a faithful register of shifts in Soviet military
document.

The declaratory doctrine of any country is usually framed to
highlight its own strengths and depreciate those of a probable op-
ponent. As is known, in the late 40s and early 50s, the USSR de-
nigrated the importance of nuclear weapons; only the "permanently
operating factors" could decide the course and outcome of war.
Soviet strategy evidently envisaged a relatively uncontested occu-
pation of Western Europe; the U.S. would retaliate with strikes
against Russian cities, but these could not inflict unacceptable
damage, much less dislodge the Soviet occupation and decide the
fate of the war. The Soviet scenario reflected an asymmetry in
capabilities, not differences in ideology: on the one hand, Soviet conventional superiority; on the other, the American nuclear monopoly, but still in conditions of warhead scarcity.  

The beginnings of a change in the Soviet orientation took place around 1953-54; one suspects it had far less to do with the death of Stalin and the recasting of the Soviet ideological action program than with the emergence of new capabilities on both sides. The U.S. was rapidly expanding its stockpile of nuclear weapons and improved delivery systems; at the same time, it was abandoning plans, inspired by the Korean War, to beef up Western conventional capabilities. In Mr. Dulles' view, nuclear war was inevitable; that is the terminology of a power who sees its strength in escalation and its weakness in conventional response. Soviet capabilities, however, reflected the transition from conventional to nuclear operations. The American nuclear monopoly was broken, and conventional forces were being gradually drawn down to pay for the costs of developing this novel potential. Soviet spokesmen in the mid- and late-50s referred only to the "possibility" of nuclear weapons being used in a future war; however, once the war went nuclear, it could not be confined to tactical action but would "inevitably" be all-out. This was the terminology of a power that still saw its strength in conventional as opposed to nuclear forces and, within the nuclear context, in strategic rather than tactical weapons. According to General-Major Pokrovskiy, "atomic
and thermonuclear weapons at their present stage of development only supplement the firepower of the old forms of armament. "Nuclear strikes in the depth of enemy territory could exert only a "significant" influence on the "course" of the armed struggle; it could not exert a substantial, much less a decisive influence on the course, and evidently would have an effect less than significant on the outcome. The "decisive" impact on the outcome of war was reserved for the Ground Forces. Presumably because of limited damage to the rear, the war would inevitably assume a protracted character, extending over a series of campaigns.

Because of the growing importance of nuclear weapons, Moscow could no longer ignore the role of surprise in war. Although it was declared that the permanently operating factors had "always decided and will always decide the course and outcome of wars," the transitory factor of surprise could have an "influence," though not a decisive one, on both the course and outcome. To neutralize the effect of surprise, the USSR could not rely upon a "meeting strike" (launch on warning), much less a second, retaliatory strike; because of the vulnerability and slow reaction time of Soviet systems, Moscow felt it would have to undertake a preemptive strike based on strategic warning of Western aggressive intentions. It may have been this perceived requirement to take
the initiative in all-out war that determined Soviet rejection of Malenkov’s thesis on nuclear war meaning the end of world civilization, with its implicit MAD assumptions. It is rational to tout unacceptable damage as a retaliatory measure, since retaliation imposes no costs upon oneself; they are all upon the enemy. However, if you yourself have to take the initiative, unless it is a disarming strike -- and the Soviets seem to have had no illusions as to their capabilities on this score -- it would not make sense to advance your own suicide as a rationale for action. Preemptive resolve and credibility could not be mustered by promising costs, which would be incurred by both sides, but by the prospect of unilateral benefits: victory; the demise of capitalism; the triumph of socialism; a bright future for mankind.

There are instructive lessons to be gained from Soviet strategy in the first decade and a half of postwar history. One is the slight respect that should be accorded Soviet doctrinal statements as an earnest of long-range development intentions. As the Russians have told us time and again, military doctrine takes note only of "the present" (the period up to two years away) and the "immediate future" (three-five years away). Thus, however categorically Stalin might have denied the impact of nuclear weapons on the course and outcome of war, his remarks were strictly of doctrinal significance and, as such, looked no further ahead than the hardware, missions and training programs of the current five-
year plan. Subsequent events would show, however, that his development strategy, presumably formalized in ten- and even twenty-year plans, took careful account of nuclear weapons and the means for their delivery. We would have done well to have recalled this lesson in dealing with equally categorical statements of the 60s on all-out nuclear war as the only possible scenario for a coalition conflict.

**Soviet Coalition Strategy in the 60s**

With the formation of the Strategic Missile Troops in late 1959, the USSR entered fully into the nuclear era. In the fall of 1961 the commander of these troops, Marshal Moskalenko, explained that his new branch could itself exert, not just a significant, but a stronger "substantial" influence on both the course and outcome of the war as a whole. According to the line of the day, the first unlimited nuclear strikes would permit the achievement of the war's "immediate" objectives, i.e., the objectives of the first strategic operations in the theater of military action, in the "initial period" of the war, and the results of this initial period in turn would "decisively" influence the entire "course and outcome of the war" in the subsequent period. In the last half of the 60s, with the further accumulation of nuclear weapons, it was declared that, not the overall results of the initial period,
but even the first strikes by the Strategic Missile Troops in the initial period would have a "decisive" influence on the war's course and outcome.\textsuperscript{44}

In the Soviet view, the war would "most likely" be of "brief duration," i.e., a skorotechnaya war.\textsuperscript{45} I have never found a Soviet definition of such a war; however, they have defined a Blitzkrieg as a skorotechnaya war carried out with the aim of achieving victory "in days and weeks."\textsuperscript{46} In "the most favorable circumstances," the "final" objectives of the war could be achieved simultaneously with its "immediate" objectives, which usage shows to be the objectives of the "first strategic operation" making up the war's "initial" period.\textsuperscript{47} However, the most probable duration envisaged was apparently that of a single "campaign;" i.e., to employ Soviet terminology, the war's "final" objectives would be achieved simultaneously, not with the attainment of its immediate objectives (the objectives of the first strategic operation), but with the attainment of its "intermediate" objectives,\textsuperscript{48} which usage shows to be the objectives of a campaign made up of two or more successive sets of strategic operations.\textsuperscript{49} In World War II, Soviet strategic offensive operations lasted from 12-30 days\textsuperscript{50} and campaigns from three-five months. However, the Soviets explicitly recognize that, in a nuclear war, both types of organized military action will be conducted at higher tempos and be of significantly less duration.\textsuperscript{51} It is not out of order, therefore, to assign to
the skorotechnaya war envisaged a duration measured, at most, in weeks. On the other hand, while a "war of brief duration" was considered the most likely assumption,

It is not excluded that the war might assume a relatively protracted character. The belligerent parties, having quickly expended the stockpiles of nuclear weapons created in peacetime, and lacking any possibility of producing them during the war, especially in its final stage, will accomplish operational-strategic tasks basically with conventional means....

I would ask the reader to bear in mind this Soviet thesis of the 60s both on the course and outcome of the war and on its brief duration, which was clearly connected with its all-out character -- the severe damage to economic capacity, manpower reserves and popular morale from countervalue strikes. The alterations in both aspects of this thesis in the 1970s, as we shall see, would be one of the most potent indicators that Moscow had acquired a limited nuclear option.

But that would be to get ahead of the story; in the 60s, for coalition war, Moscow would entertain only the all-out option. According to one set of authors, "world war, if it does break out, will inevitably become total nuclear war. The destructive power of the nuclear weapon will be utilized to the maximum...." According to other authors, "the 'limited war' doctrine is false, because nuclear war differs in principle from all previous wars in that it cannot be limited." It was granted that a coalition war
could begin in a limited way as well as through an all-out surprise attack, but even a limited conflict, "if...not liquidated in the shortest possible period of time," would necessarily escalate.\textsuperscript{56} One gains the impression from Soviet statements and exercises of the first half of the 60s that escalation would be more or less immediate. Statements and exercises of the last half of the 60s, however, reflected the new Soviet concept of a "war by stages." Conflict would begin conventionally but ultimately progress to the tactical-nuclear and then to the strategic level. Since escalation beyond the lower levels was inevitable, Moscow deemed the "war by stages" only another scenario for all-out war, alongside a nuclear surprise attack.\textsuperscript{57}

In the early 60s at least, the Soviets continued to adhere to a preemptive strategy;\textsuperscript{58} later, with strategic parity in sight and with dramatic improvements in survivability and reaction times, Moscow evidently felt secure enough to plan the launching of its "retaliatory" strike on warning.\textsuperscript{59} In either case, once the war reached the strategic level, it would be all-out from the very beginning, employing the "maximum" number of nuclear warheads in the initial strikes.\textsuperscript{60} Within strategic forces, no sharp distinction was made as to the timing or the targeting of strikes; for example, every targeting list of the 60s for the Strategic Missile Troops covered both military and civilian targets.\textsuperscript{61} It was em-
phasized that the initial strikes would be targeted "simultaneously" against both military objectives and urban-industrial facilities, and be conducted "simultaneously" by all three components of the strategic forces -- Strategic Missile Troops, Long-Range Aviation and conventional and nuclear-powered ballistic missile submarines (SSBs and SSBNs) -- on the basis of a "single integrated plan" (edinnyy plan).62

There is not the slightest hint in the 60s that the Soviets intended withholding any submarine-launched ballistic missiles (SLBMs) for intrawar deterrence. There is convincing evidence that, for about a year after the XXII Party Congress of 1961, Moscow did plan to withhold some SLBMs from the initial strikes. However, these apparently constituted a war-waging reserve for strikes against military targets in adjacent ground theaters; they were not a reserve for threatening cities in the interior. Moreover, even this limited venture in creating reserves was abandoned in the aftermath of the Cuban missile crisis;63 drawing lessons from history, Admiral Belli in 1964 emphatically repudiated the "doctrine of withholding forces" (doktrina sokhraneniya sil).64 In 1966 Admiral Kharlamov referred to navies being in "the first echelon of strategic strike forces;" there were no references by him or anybody else to SSBNs being in the second echelon of such forces, much less the reserves. Other statements indicated an awareness that, if the USSR escalated to all-out war, the U.S.
would reciprocate. To prevent the enemy from launching SLBM strikes, the Soviet navy had to be prepared "to ensure powerful action against submarines at once, without delay, from the very beginning...."65

The introduction of the Yankee-class SSBN in the late 60s produced no change whatsoever in this aspect. Admiral Stalbo in 1969, presumably using the capitalist fleets as surrogates for his own, asserted they would take part in the first strikes.66 In the same year Admiral Kasatonov criticized the great powers of the battleship era for withholding their capital ships from combat in order to use them as a political instrument in war termination.67 That Kasatonov was not simply railing at established policy -- it is time we treated more critically the notion that the Soviets debate the roles and missions of the armed forces in the open literature, even esoterically68 -- is implicit in a discussion during that very year by the editor of the General Staff journal. His remarks strongly implied that, if any SSBN failed to participate in the initial strikes, it would be by inadvertence and not by design -- an inability to reach its assigned launch station on time.69

Moscow evidently felt that the ten Yankee SSBNs they would have by the end of the current doctrinal period in 197070 would be insufficient for an assured-destruction reserve against both Europe and the United States, especially considering the attrition
the Yankees would suffer in breaking out to launch stations in the Atlantic. Since there would be no distinction in timing between ICBM and SLBM strikes, it would make more sense to use ICBMs to lay America waste and to target SLBMs on Europe and Asia from the comparative safety of home waters. In short, except for those normally on patrol in the Atlantic and Pacific, perhaps beefed up to some extent in a "period of threat," it seems unlikely that the Yankees were ever assigned missions against the continental U.S.

In insisting on the "inevitability" of escalation to all-out war, the USSR was apparently only following the maxim of many another power: speak only of your own strong option and dismiss as of no consequence the options of your opponent. Thus Mr. Dulles, too, had had a declaratory strategy of inflexible escalation; he would not play the Russian game of conventional war. With Mr. McNamara's strategy of flexible response, as it gradually emerged from 1963 on, perceived strengths were just the other way around: the sword (nuclear weapons) became the shield; the shield (conventional weapons) became the sword. Hence, his insistence on the rationality of conventional action (the West's strong suit) and his unceasing efforts to downgrade the political impact and viability of a nuclear strategy (the USSR's strongest suit, but one in which it could legitimately claim, at best, only parity). Perhaps no more subtle depreciation has been manifested for an opponent's preferred option than in McNamara's doctrine of mutual as-
sured destruction. In effect he was telling the Russians: I do not believe you will exercise your all-out nuclear option, because I know I would not do so myself. He neglected to add what other contexts suggested he believed with an uncertain degree of conviction, that the U.S. probably did not need the option, whereas the Russians did. Still, in spite of mutual assured destruction, McNamara never foreclosed a nuclear initiative; after all, mistakes can be made in estimating the balance in capabilities, and he had to placate our European allies, whose preferences remained fixed on the strategy of graduated escalation.

Moscow's declaratory policy, however, suggested that no fundamental U.S. mistakes had been made in estimating capabilities. The Russians were willing to assert the value of assured destruction threats in inhibiting a large-scale nuclear attack on the USSR; witness the numerous statements that the U.S. was "deterred" by the Soviet Union's nuclear-missile might. However, Moscow in the 60s -- in the 70s it would be different when the USSR acquired more varied capabilities -- refused to recognize the American doctrine of mutual assured destruction. Evidently unsure of its limited options, Moscow felt it would have to assume the burden of escalation, in which case the damage the USSR was sure to receive in return could hardly be designated "unacceptable."
Indeed, in conditions of countervalue parity, the escalating power is wiser to avoid the question of costs altogether. We repeat once more: a decision to respond in kind involves additional damage only to the enemy; the damage to yourself has already been incurred by the enemy's attack. A decision to escalate, however, would involve equally gruesome losses for your own side; there are simply no rational grounds to justify a strategy of escalation in terms of costs. Any claim to an advantage from escalation would have to be based on a war-fighting effectiveness that would bring victory for your own side and defeat for the opponent. Hence, the equally prevalent Russian theme that "war" in general, and limited coalition conflicts in particular, could be "prevented" only through the "combat capabilities of the armed forces" as a whole, prepared to wage, not a conventional, but an all-out nuclear war. The calls for "victory" frequently sounded in these discussions were, to a sophisticated Soviet reader, redundant. "Combat capabilities" are defined in such a way as to include the notion of victory through armed struggle; and time and again the Russians have reiterated the injunction of Soviet military doctrine, that "victory" in war can only be achieved by the coordinated efforts of all the armed forces, and not by strategic nuclear forces alone. The destructive potential of the latter was deemed sufficient for deterring an all-out attack but the prevention of limited attacks had to be predicated on the capabilities of the armed forces as a whole for waging nuclear war.73
Thus, crucial disparities emerged in the Soviet and American diplomacies of force. The U.S. had two different options, and employed two different methods of calculating, to cope with two different contingencies. An all-out nuclear attack (first contingency) was to be deterred by the threat of unacceptable damage (first method of calculating) from an all-out nuclear response (first option). A Soviet conventional attack (second contingency) was to be prevented by the threat of a Western victory (second method of calculating) from a Western conventional response (second option). The USSR, on the other hand, had a single option, but employed the same two methods of calculating, to cope with the same two contingencies. Just as in the U.S. case, an all-out nuclear attack (first contingency) was to be deterred by the threat of unacceptable damage (first method of calculating) from an all-out nuclear response (only option). But unlike the U.S. case, a conventional attack (second contingency) was to be prevented by the threat of victory (second method of calculating) from an all-out nuclear escalation (only option).

So far, we have deduced Russian perceptions of their strengths and weaknesses in the 60s from the logic of their declaratory policy and strategy. Was there anything from the Soviet side that would tend to substantiate these deductions? If Moscow felt a conventional inadequacy, it was certainly reluctant to advertise it; by and large the question was simply ignored. However, the Chinese, who understand Soviet modes of discourse best,
have recently stated that Khrushchev's negative attitude toward conventional war had "slackened the development of conventional weapons...." The Department of Defense under both Rumsfeld and Brown has retrospectively validated McNamara's estimate with comments that Khrushchev's "New Look," with its "general deemphasis of conventional capabilities," had produced "a relatively poorly armed and trained force." Most American analysts would probably agree with Lambeth, "that at the time these doctrinal themes [of inevitable escalation] were being given expression, Soviet conventional forces had been reduced to near austerity levels in the wake of Khrushchev's single-minded emphasis on building up the recently created Strategic Rocket Forces...."

At the tactical-nuclear level, Khrushchev himself has reported rejecting military requests for nuclear artillery and greater accuracy in tactical missiles, resolving to concentrate on strategic weapons instead. But even at the strategic level the development was selective. Judging from Soviet statements, which are all the more credible in this case for being esoterically expressed, Moscow had few illusions as to its damage-limiting capabilities. Beginning in 1963, and continuing right down to the present with only a few exceptions, Soviet spokesmen have indifferently designated the objective against ICBMs, SSBNs and strategic bombers in their bases, for both the Soviet Union and the U.S., as one of simply "degrading," "significantly degrading," or "degrading to the maximum extent possible." Since the overall combat objective
against SSBNs is the same as for SSBNs in their bases -- "degrading" in both cases -- this leaves little or no margin for attrition in warfare at sea, an inference that could be confirmed from Soviet statements, made even when insistence on the vulnerability of Polaris was the prevailing line. In the mid-60s the Russians reported the combat objective against U.S. attack carriers, when they were still integrated with the strategic strike plan, as one of "substantially degrading" or "smashing" them. By the 1970s, however, when carriers were no longer on the strike plan, the objective was lowered to inflicting "significant degradation." Once the missiles and bombers had been launched, Soviet authors claimed on one occasion in 1968, "a well-developed anti-missile and anti-air defense can reliably repel an opponent's air-cosmic attack, i.e., can substantially degrade the consequences of his surprise attack...." After the missiles have impacted, civil defense can further "degrade" their effects. Soviet definition and usage shows all such terms to have quantitative implications. According to one Soviet military author, in designating the combat objective, "wiping out" (unichtozhenie) implies 80-90 percent attrition; "smashing" (razgrom) 70 percent; inflicting a "defeat" (porazhenie) 50 percent; "substantially degrading" (sushchestvennoe oslablenie) 30 percent; and simply "degrading" (oslablenie) 10-15 percent. Normally, in
using these terms to discuss actual wars and battles, the Soviets do not at the same time provide actual figures on attrition, which would enable us to confirm or deny a common definition. However, on one occasion the Commander-in-Chief of the Soviet Navy, Admiral Gorshkov, reported that the Japanese "significantly degraded" the Russian fleet in its 1904 attack by sinking one battleship out of seven, i.e., 14-15 percent attrition.\footnote{6} This is at the upper limit of the range reported for "degrading" (10-15 percent).

All this would suggest a planning objective of 10-15 percent attrition against ICBMs, SSBNs and strategic bombers in their bases; little additional attrition against SSBNs at sea; 30-70 percent attrition against attack carriers in the mid-'60s, dropping to 10-15 percent at the beginning of the war in the '70s; 30 percent attrition against penetrating missiles and bombers; and 10-15 percent effectiveness in overcoming nuclear effects through civil defense. While the attrition claimed for anti-missile defense seems unrealistically high, the calculation against SSBNs, SLBMs and bombers in their bases is conservative. It apparently assumes that U.S. ICBMs and planes will be launched on warning;\footnote{7} that it is mainly such systems down for maintenance which will be caught in their silos and bases;\footnote{8} and that the SSBN attrition burden will be basically on those vessels in overhaul that cannot get underway in a period of threat.\footnote{9} As one naval writer reports:

In the opinion of foreign military specialists, the destruction of submarines directly at their base sites, though of
great importance, will still not lead to a significant reduction in the undersea threat. They cite in this connection the experience of World War II, stressing that a total of only around eight percent of the number of submarines lost were destroyed in their bases.\textsuperscript{90}

In the abstract, it is hard to see how Moscow could have been satisfied with its single option. There was criticism of Mr. Dulles' strategy of inflexible escalation in the U.S. even when Washington had unilateral advantages in all-out war; and the Soviets in the mid-60s enjoyed no such unilateral advantages. At best the costs of unlimited war could only be justified by defensive objectives and then not by all defensive objectives. While the Soviets often gave the impression of their option as an all-purpose tool in coercive diplomacy, close scrutiny reveals the only political setting for war ever discussed was a threat to the survivability of the socialist commonwealth. Up to the mid-60s any war in which the USSR participated would be nothing less than a war to the death between the two social systems.\textsuperscript{91} But that perspective would soon change.

Soviet Local-War Doctrine

The categorical presentation of the Soviet option in the first half of the 60s has had unfortunate long-term effects. This was Moscow's maiden voyage into the nuclear era, and its presuppositions have been seared into our consciousness. Some found
stated Soviet intentions incredible, assumed there had to be un-
stated intentions, and have discounted Soviet declaratory policy
forever afterward. Others saw truth in Soviet statements, but
concluded the means and ends implied were the result of a free and
unconstrained choice. On the one hand, Moscow was supposed to
have some predilection for a bloody-minded strategy, and would
never limit its means. On the other hand, its concern was alleged-
edly only for vital interests, and it would never stir for inter-
est less than vital.

There was warrant for these sweeping generalizations only in
the current doctrinal context; there was none in history. As Gar-
thoff points out, the limited conflict fought for limited ends is
the classic type of Soviet venture. Since the period of civil
war and intervention, the USSR has fought only one all-out war "in
defense of the socialist fatherland," and this war was forced upon
them; Stalin's unlimited ends and means were occasioned by Hit-
er's. All the other actions taken, aggressive or defensive, were
in the name of "state interests," with the level of effort care-
fully tailored to restricted objectives.

We emphasize once more: Soviet doctrine, which is avowedly
gared to practical action, is no guide to long-range intentions.
Admiral Gorshkov himself has informed us that in the mid-50s,
precisely when the Soviets began to say "the era of local wars is
over," Moscow initiated a long-term program to develop capabili-
ties, not only for nuclear (world) wars, but also for conventional (local) wars and the "protection of state interests" abroad in peacetime. Until these capabilities had matured, the Russians would have to exercise restraint. By the mid-60s the period of patient waiting was over: the Soviets had acquired a long-range airlift capability for airborne action against land, and an anti-carrier warfare (ACW) capability for credibility at sea; a naval presence had been established as well in the Mediterranean. The timing of diplomatic preparations was also noteworthy; in 1965 the Yugoslavs agreed to grant overflight rights for Soviet military transports, perhaps indispensable if the Soviets were going to make credible commitments to clients for rapid action. The only missing ingredient was a local-war doctrine, as the underpinning for a Third World diplomacy of force.95

This came at the end of 1965, precisely when we have come to expect a regular doctrinal review -- on the eve of the next five-year plan. Before the promulgation of the new doctrine, the Soviets had insisted that any war (even a local war) involving both superpowers would "inevitably" escalate to the all-out level. The catch was in the conditions for superpower involvement; in their typically oblique manner, the Soviets indicated they would become involved only if "fundamental interests" were at stake. Since these are scarce in the Third World, the USSR in effect had no conventional local-war doctrine and no diplomacy of force in the
forward area, and in fact did not practice it there. In the first half of the 60s, all politico-military successes in the Third World were attributed to the "nuclear-missile might of the Soviet Union" and to "means for the military defense of the USSR," never to Soviet conventional capabilities for defending clients in the forward area.

The doctrinal period 1966-70 witnessed a sea change in this respect. Whereas before it had been stressed that a local war involving the two superpowers would "inevitably" escalate, now there was only the "threat" of escalation or the "possibility" of escalation; inevitability was the rule only when the "vital interests of the superpowers" were at stake, which is not often the case in the Third World. According to the line of the day,

The armed forces of the USSR and the socialist countries are confronted with an important task -- to be in readiness for repelling the aggression of imperialist states, not only in a nuclear-missile war, but also in local wars with the use of conventional means of combat. Once armed with the credibility of a conventional local-war doctrine, the USSR could now go into the forward area and practice a diplomacy of force. The June War of 1967 was the first occasion they had for practicing it in that doctrinal period; they seized on the occasion and have been in business ever since.

Our whole experience with the Soviet local-war doctrine is valuable, not only in itself, but for two other reasons. First, it established the Soviet communications pattern in revealing the
existence of a new option that would serve us in good stead in identifying future options. The revelation is normally oblique rather than straightforward. Soviet authors are reluctant to assert positively that action can remain at the level of the new option, despite the high risk of escalation; rather they imply that it can through reducing their estimate of the certainty of escalation, from "inevitable" to "possible," "probable," etc. Of course, the statement that a course of action might escalate automatically implies that it might not as well, but the point is that this implication must be drawn by the reader; it will rarely be proffered by a Soviet military author in the same context.

Second, the introduction of the local-war doctrine was followed, not only by the actual practice of coercive diplomacy, but by limited Soviet military intervention in the Third World; this enabled us to test our interpretation of Soviet statements and their truth value, an opportunity that we hope will never be made available to us in the case of other Soviet options. In the case of the local-war doctrine, we have seen the Soviets change their statements; we have interpreted these changes a certain way; and the Soviets followed with action that ended to confirm that interpretation. This gives us greater confidence that our analytical approach has some validity and that stated Soviet intentions, correctly interpreted, reflect real intentions.
The Soviet Limited Intercontinental Option

The Soviets now had two options; would they try for three? In the first half of the 70s, the attention of the Western defense community was arrested by two developments. One was the introduction of the Delta-class SSBN armed with the SS-N-8 missile; its range permits hitting the U.S. from the relative safety of home waters. The other was the introduction of multiple independently targetable reentry vehicles (MIRVs); now the first strike was, in principle, stronger than the second strike. The two developments together gave the USSR a potential for conducting initial strikes against military targets, while withholding a countervalue SLBM reserve for intrawar deterrence of U.S. strikes against Soviet cities.

Did Soviet intentions match their capabilities? In my view, the intentions are spread all over the literature, the first evidence appearing where we have learned to expect it -- at the turn of 1970-71, on the eve of a new five-year plan. I have previously published a mass of material on this, mainly from the naval side. Afterwards, there were justified complaints that I had neglected the non-naval side, and I have taken these complaints to heart in the present essay.

There is an almost universal opinion in the U.S. analytical community, even from those who believe Soviet strategy has changed, that Moscow has nevertheless not changed its declaratory
stance on limited nuclear options. However, I myself find three significant differences between Soviet statements of the 60s and those of the 70s.

First, in the 60s the Soviets on occasion employed the convenient technique of avoiding U.S. statements altogether and simply attributing to Washington the intention of an all-out attack. In the 70s, however, Washington has been credited with the intention of a disarming attack.

Second, in the 60s whenever the Soviets did deign to deal with stated U.S. limited intentions, these were characterized as dezinformatsiya, camouflage for Washington's real intention of an all-out attack. In the 70s, by contrast, American counterforce declarations, real and alleged, are characterized as "not just words." Our concepts may be "groundless" and our strategy shot through with "illusions," but they are not outright lies. Moscow even acknowledges the "realism" of a U.S. counterforce strategy from the technical military standpoint; its lack of realism appears in the political sphere, in running against the strong current of detente.

Third, in resorting to an "objectivist" approach in the 60s, Moscow argued that, regardless of subjective intentions, the war would nevertheless "inevitably" escalate. In the 70s, however, Moscow has introduced uncertainty into the escalation estimate. This, of course, was the inferential technique previously employed in promulgating the Soviet local-war doctrine, and our attention
is pricked on that account alone. However, in a few cases Soviet writers have gone beyond the oblique technique and asserted more positively that a world nuclear war can be limited. They do not, of course, go to the other extreme and assert the inevitability of limits, only the possibility. Thus, Moscow has not abandoned the all-out option; it continues to exist alongside the new one. As someone has put it to me, Moscow does not have a new house; its old one has simply been enlarged by another room.

The first sign of a possible new orientation appeared in General-Major Sergeev's introduction to a work signed off to the press in October 1970. According to Sergeev, even the imperialists do not deny "the possibility" -- not the inevitability, but the possibility -- of a large-scale conventional war, especially one involving the European theater, escalating into a general war with the "unlimited use" of nuclear weapons. This way of treating the problem, of course, equally left open the possibility that the war might either remain at the conventional level or escalate to some level short of an all-out exchange. Subsequent Soviet statements resolved all doubts as to the alternative which was not meant. A war between the coalitions, it was said on all sides up to the end of 1975, would "inevitably" escalate into a "world nuclear war" or, what seems to amount to the same thing to the Soviets, a "general nuclear war." However, in insisting on
the inevitability of escalation to this level, Soviet spokesmen in each case neglected to tell us whether there would or would not be an unlimited use of nuclear weapons. The Soviets do acknowledge that the distinction needs to be made; NATO doctrines, they charge, "legitimize world nuclear war with the limited and unlimited use of means of mass destruction."  

It seems reasonably clear that, in the doctrinal period 1971-75, uncertainty was being introduced, not as to the geographical scope of military action (it would "inevitably" be worldwide) and not as to the nature of the weaponry employed ("inevitably" nuclear), but only as to whether the war would be all-out. As Colonel Taran put it in 1971, "If a world war is initiated, it might cover...not only the zone of military action but also essentially the entire deep rear of the belligerent sides," with the object of "not only smashing the opponent's armed forces, but destroying and eliminating his administrative-political and military-industrial centers...." General-Major Voznenko sounded much the same note of uncertainty in 1973: "a world war...might be nuclear with the use by the belligerents of the entire might of the nuclear-missile weapons available to them." Since the standard line of the period held that a world war was bound to be nuclear, the uncertainty introduced by "might" could only apply to the use of the "entire might" of the belligerents' nuclear-missile weapons.
These unprecedented qualifications of inevitable escalation all appeared before Mr. Schlesinger, alarmed by Soviet MIRV tests in the summer of 1973, responded with his own limited-nuclear option the following year. The Soviet reaction was abruptly negative, and Western observers have tended to confuse the rejection of an American counterforce strategy, which is par for the course, with the rejection of a counterforce strategy for themselves. In fact, in their threats of reprisal Soviet spokesmen have sounded the same notes of uncertainty about escalation as before, with the implication that Moscow's response might be in kind, possibly avoiding escalation. According to Colonel Semeyko, "a nuclear war begun with a limited exchange of strikes could reach an unlimited scale significantly quicker than a war with the use of conventional means." According to General-Lieutenant Mil'shtein, a ballistic-missile attack on military targets...could easily escalate. General-Major Simonyan warns that, "inherent in the use of strategic nuclear weapons, even in limited numbers and against 'selected targets,' is the real threat of expansion and escalation." According to the current Minister of Defense, Marshal Ustinov,

Recently discussions have revived in the U.S. on the expediency of delivering a "preventive strike under certain circumstances" by strategic means against military targets on the territory of the Soviet Union. It is not very clear how...responsible people can ever contemplate such strikes, since it is perfectly obvious that a powerful counterstrike [kontrudar] will inevitably follow behind them.
If I am not mistaken, the word "counterstrike" connotes more a symmetrical response in kind than a threat of escalation; in any event, the latter can hardly be the preferred inference.

However, the Soviet treatment that is most frequently cited to document Moscow's belief that limited strategic war is "impossible" appeared in an article by Mil'shteyn and Semeyko in late 1974. Theirs is, indeed, the most pessimistic estimate I have seen on the chances of limiting an intercontinental exchange, but what, after all, were the precise odds they gave in favor of escalation? According to the two authors, even if the war "begins with the delivery of strikes on a few selected military targets, such a conflict...will most likely [skoree vsego] escalate quickly to general war...."114 "Might" escalate, "could easily" escalate, "real threat" of escalating, "most likely" escalate -- what responsible official in the West would appraise the odds any differently? And, indeed, they do not; for every Soviet estimate there is an American counterpart. The Soviets say there is a possibility of escalation -- but so did Mr. Schlesinger.115 The Soviets even say the war will "most likely" escalate quickly -- but so does Mr. Harold Brown, employing those exact words.116 As Katasonov has recently stated, "U.S. military-policy leaders themselves recognize the danger of any plans for the limited use of nuclear weapons...."117 Danger, you bet; certainty of an unacceptable
catastrophe, no -- and that seems to be the appraisal on the Soviet side, too.

To be sure, there is a difference between typical Soviet and American statements. American officials, in emphasizing the high risks of escalation, at the very same time make explicit what is only implicit in Soviet estimates -- that an intercontinental exchange can be limited. However, I do know of two occasions when Soviet writers have spoken positively and unequivocally to that effect. One is a 1972 statement by Colonel Shirman, which I will discuss in another context; the other is by Colonel Rybkin in 1973.

Rybkin begins with a hymn of praise to assured destruction in deterring all-out war, and there cannot be the slightest doubt from the way he expresses himself that his understanding of deterrence through assured destruction is precisely the same as any Western defense intellectual's; there is no implication of war-waging. However, according to Rybkin, an assured-destruction capability "is not to be regarded as a condition or a means for preventing all wars in general." It cannot substitute for indigenous forces in compelling imperialism to relax its grip on the Third World; hence, there will have to be "civil and national-liberation wars, and wars in defense of the sovereignty of peoples." Nor can
it prevent another type of war, which he refers to with some eva-
siveness as "local wars between states." A "grave feature" of
these wars is "the ever present threat of their transformation in-
to limited-nuclear and then into world nuclear wars." To prevent
them, the USSR has to be prepared to "defeat" the aggressor, not
in a conventional but a "nuclear war," by which he surely means a
world nuclear war.118

So far Rybkin's discussion seems to be nothing more than a
restatement of what we have interpreted to be the Soviet grand
strategy of the 60s: deterrence of an all-out attack through the
threat of unacceptable damage; prevention of a conventional attack
by the threat of a war-fighting escalation. However, there is one
significant difference. The escalation threat of the 60s was to
the all-out level, whereas with Rybkin the escalation distance is
less by one rung.

Arms have reached the point where their use in war threatens
the lives of tens and hundreds of millions of people. Of
course, in practice, for various reasons, all the available
nuclear weapons might not be used in the course of the
war....119

When I read this passage, I immediately got the point about
all the weapons not necessarily being used, but it took several
readings to be struck with an explanation for the threat to "tens"
and "hundreds" of millions of people; evidently, we were being
given a choice between counterforce and countervalue casualties.
The standard Soviet formula of the 60s -- and Rybkin knows this
line very well, having quoted Brezhnev on it120 -- focused entire-
ly on the threat to "hundreds of millions of people," which is just about what you would expect from a countervalue exchange. But now we seem to be given an alternative -- "tens" of millions of people -- which is what the Soviets tell us you can expect from a counterforce exchange. According to Colonel Surikov, conveniently citing "Western specialists" as his authority, "even if an exchange of thermonuclear strikes were to be aimed only at military targets, this would involve the death of tens of millions of people on each side." Thus, Colonel Rybkin not only directly and straightforwardly avers that an intercontinental exchange can be limited, but obliquely suggests that the limits are on countervalue, not counterforce.

That the old guidelines have been altered is nowhere clearer than in Soviet tampering with their ancient formula on "the course and outcome of war." The line of the 60s, we will remember, had held that the "initial period" of the war, and specifically the strikes by the Strategic Missile Troops in the initial period, would have a "decisive" influence on both the course of the war (the way it develops) and its outcome (the attainment of the war's ultimate strategic and especially its political objectives). The Soviets have always contended that it is the correlation of purely military, military-economic and morale potentials that decide the fate of war, and by simultaneously targeting all three poten-
tials -- the armed forces, the war economy and the population -- in the initial massive nuclear strikes, the course and outcome of the whole war could be decided in one fell swoop. As General-Colonel Lomov put it in 1964, "with the unlimited use of nuclear-missile weapons, the results of the armed struggle in the initial period can predetermine not only the course but also the outcome of the war."\(^{124}\) In moving into the doctrinal periods of the 70s, however, Soviet spokesmen begin to tell us simply that the use of modern means of destruction "poses anew" the problem of the initial period;\(^ {125}\) that "the results of the first nuclear strikes will be exceptionally great;"\(^ {126}\) that "the first operations can have a decisive influence on the course of the war as a whole," without mentioning the outcome;\(^ {127}\) and that only "the course of the armed struggle will depend mainly" on the potential and the readiness of the Strategic Missile Troops.\(^ {128}\)

It is different with the Navy. Previously, even after the introduction of the Yankee-class SSBN, the Navy considered alone, and not lumped together with the strategic forces of other branches, had been characterized as capable only of a "great," "serious" or "enormous" influence on the course and outcome of the war as a whole.\(^ {129}\) With the acquisition of the Delta-class SSBN, however, its influence became potentially "decisive."

Atomic energy and nuclear weapons, in combination with missiles for various purposes as well as radioelectronic means, have imparted new qualities to the fleet and advanced
it into the ranks of strategic forces, capable of decisively influencing the course and outcome, not only of major operations in vast theaters of military action, but also of the war as a whole. Thus, the initial period of the war, and specifically the strikes of the Strategic Missile Troops that would have to take place in the initial period ("shoot them or lose them"), can now predetermine only the course of the war, not its outcome; the Navy, on the other hand, can decisively affect the outcome as well as the course.

This suggests two interesting lines of thought. If the Strategic Missile Troops no longer predetermine the outcome of the war, this cannot be the result of any loss of potential. It must be due to some change in their targeting set; they must not be hitting some objectives that they were before. On the other hand, the elevation of the Navy into the ranks of independently "decisive" forces is no doubt intimately connected with an increase in its potential. However, the Navy's ability to decide the outcome of war can in no way be attributed to any use made of this potential in the initial period, since the initial period is no longer decisive for the war's outcome. And, indeed, if there is one lesson Soviet naval writers of the 70s have drawn from history, it is the value of fleets in the later phases of war and in war termination for securing the "political objectives" that are associated with the war's outcome.
Let us pursue these two lines of thought a little further -- first, the question of a new option in ICBM targeting. In the 60s the Soviets made no bones about it. Targeting by the Strategic Missile Troops was simultaneously counterforce and countervalue: the opponent's means of nuclear attack; concentrations of his armed forces; "state and military control points;" "military-economic centers;" and so forth. There were no linguistic ambiguities whatsoever. In a prestigious work signed off to the press in November 1970 and published in 1971, however, the authors presented a long list of strictly counterforce targets for the Missile Troops' retaliatory strike and then added the following item: "points for control over the armed forces and over the country's administrative-economic activity." All of the old terminology is there but recombined in such a way as to be virtually meaningless, a point which the trusting reader was certain to miss. We have the feeling of an attempt at flim-flammetry, unless the Soviets have some notion of targeting an American economic elite. And how and where would that elite be embodied and concentrated? In a War Production Board in Washington? Wall Street in its entirety? The boardroom of General Motors? In any event, no strikes were specified for Western military-industrial facilities, only for their "control points."

In another work signed off to the press in the spring of 1971, General-Major Anureev had this to say:
It is felt that the initial period of a new world war will be extremely violent and destructive.

American military specialists believe that in this period maximum destruction should be inflicted on the enemy's strategic nuclear forces.

At the same time, aggressors across the ocean realize ever more clearly that, if war is unleashed against the Soviet Union and the other socialist countries, they will not succeed in using their own armed forces with impunity.133

Thus, the only strikes mentioned for the initial period are counterforce on both sides. I do not recall any similar restricted treatments in the 1960s.

Our attention is further arrested by a work of Minister of Defense Grechko's published in 1971, which contained two different targeting directives. One was a definition of combat readiness which dictated a readiness for the delivery of only counterforce strikes. The other was a mixed counterforce-countervalue target list for the Strategic Missile Troops that was typical of the 1960s.134 The first directive was subsequently hailed as a new definition of combat readiness enjoined by the XXIV Party Congress earlier that year,135 and on that account alone is unlikely to be a mistake. However, since most of the Grechko book was probably written in 1970, when a different doctrinal inspiration prevailed, it is conceivable that the mixed counterforce-countervalue target list was penned at that time and overlooked in the revision and editing. There are reasons to reject this hypothesis and to support it. In favor of rejection is the fact that this directive,
as well as the purely counterforce directive, were both subse-
quently endorsed by knowledgeable people; Grechko, therefore, 
may have been deliberately giving options. On the other hand, it 
is perhaps significant that, in a later 1972 article, Grechko gave 
another targeting list for land-based strategic missiles which, 
because of the basic similarity in wording, literally cries out 
for comparison with the 1971 mixed-targeting list. Category for 
category the targets were the same, with one exception -- the 1972 
list left out "war-industry targets." Did he mean by this to 
correct his earlier list? And another thought occurs: even if 
the Missile Troops continue to be assigned countervalue targets, 
does that necessarily mean their effort along that line is all-
out? Perhaps it is best to sum up the evidence on the ICBM side 
of the discussion by saying that it is more informative on Soviet 
restraint than on the precise character and degree of that re-
straint.

What about the Navy side? With respect to the timing of the 
Navy's action, as we have seen, it cannot take place in the ini-
tial period and have a decisive impact on the outcome of the war, 
because the initial period no longer predetermines the outcome. 
With respect to the main naval means for affecting both the course 
and outcome, Soviet spokesmen are unequivocal: they are SSBNs 
conducting "action against the shore." As to the geographical
focus of SLBM strikes affecting the course and outcome, it is primarily "targets in the depth of enemy territory," as opposed to targets in the theaters of military action, a distinction which the Soviets consider crucial. As to the character of these strikes, they are "aimed at crushing an opponent's military-economic potential, which can exert a direct influence on the course and even the outcome of war." Crushing (or undermining) an opponent's military-economic potential, i.e., the potential of his economy for producing military goods, is Soviet terminology for countervalue action.

However, the most intriguing information conveyed by the Soviets is that weapons do not have to be used at all in order to influence the war's outcome; this influence can be exerted through intrawar deterrence. The first to make the point unequivocally was not a naval spokesman but Colonel Shirman, writing in 1972.

In the opinion of bourgeois ideologues, a nuclear war...will deprive the masses of any possibility of affecting its outcome and can have only one result -- the physical extermination of mankind.

Of course, one should not underestimate the danger involved in the use of nuclear weapons....

But...one ought not overestimate them either....It is precisely this tack that lies behind the concept of nuclear fatalism. This concept is founded...on the idea that, in nuclear war, there are no limitations at all on the use of the latest weapons....

Shirman has "serious objections" to this premise.

Nuclear weapons are an instrument of policy like all other means of armed combat....The very nature of these weapons...
presupposes an especially strict control over their development and use as instruments of policy. And a serious deterrent effect is exerted on the policy of the Imperialist states by the popular masses, in the first place the peoples of the socialist countries that have at their disposal modern means for waging the armed struggle, including the nuclear weapons in the possession of the USSR....

Consequently, the availability of technical means making possible the extermination of hundreds of millions of people [countervalue casualties] does not at all mean the inevitability of mankind's extinction in the event a nuclear war arises. The concept of nuclear fatalism therefore is faulty to the core, since it ignores a whole host of factors affecting the course and outcome of war....

The only remaining problem is to identify the branch of service of these "masses" who, with weapons at the ready but undischarged, can determine the outcome of war. The natural candidates are the lads in nautical uniform aboard SSBNs; and, indeed, that is what Admiral Gorshkov has been trying to tell us now for many years, if in a slightly more oblique manner than Colonel Shirman. We will remember that, in the 1960s, the classical "fleet-in-being" concept of the great battleship powers of World War I had been derided and the "doctrine of withholding forces" scorned for its "attempts to protect forces for the future, while renouncing their correct use in the present," all of which "naturally reduced the influence of the armed struggle at sea on the course and outcome of the war as a whole." Admiral Gorshkov, in treating
this theme in 1972, acknowledged that both Britain and Germany did
have a doctrine of withholding their main forces; however, he in-
sisted it was "insufficiently objective" to conclude that the re-
fection of this doctrine in British behavior at the Battle of
Jutland meant that the engagement "had no influence on the course
of the armed struggle." Although there was no decisive action, by
helping keep the war in its old channels "the Battle of Jutland
determined the unaltered character of the further course of this
protracted war."144

However, a mere readiness to use one's weapons is capable of
influencing, not only the course of the war as at Jutland, but
also its outcome.

History provides examples of how fleets, by their presence
alone or even simply by virtue of their existence in the pos-
session of one of the opposing sides, have had a definite and
at times quite substantial influence on the outcome of the
armed struggle in ground theaters, if only by appearing on
the scene as a potential threat to further continue the war
or to change its character in favor of the state with the
stronger fleet.145

All this material taken together has the familiar ring of a
countervalue withholding strategy, for intrawar deterrence, intra-
war bargaining, and politico-military impact in war termination.
At one point, in reviewing the sorry tsarist record of naval de-
velopment in the nineteenth century, Admiral Gorshkov generalized
that, "in the closing moments of war [not the early but the clos-
ing moments], when the seapower on which policy could be grounded
was especially needed, the Russian Navy has often proved not.
strong enough to make the enemy and the states supporting him agree to accept the peace terms indispensable for Russia." The politico-military value of fleets in war termination was stressed, not only in connection with the Russo-Turkish War of 1877-78 as in this case, but also in connection with the Crimean War of the mid-1850s, the Sino-Japanese War of 1894-95 and the Russo-Japanese War of 1904-05. According to Gorshkov, the importance of navies in the Crimean War "was determined by the extent to which their presence in a given theater could be used by diplomats of the opposing side to support their positions at the peace talks;" and it was specifically said to be the unfavorable correlation of available naval forces at that time, and thus presumably not the balance struck in war-fighting up to that point, that compelled Moscow to accept the onerous terms of the Paris Peace Treaty. The same conclusion was drawn from the series of treaties terminating World War I: "All of them together...reflected the correlation of imperialist forces at the time the war ended...."

Of course, if SSBNs are to be withheld for war termination, then they (and the naval forces supporting them) have to be able to survive in a nuclear environment. Hence, it is no great surprise to find naval forces in general extolled as having "greater stability against nuclear-weapons effects" than land-based forces or submarines in particular praised for their "great
survivability," which in World War II permitted them to present a threat "right up to the very last day of the war."\textsuperscript{149} In the late 60s by contrast, when SSBNs were expected to exhaust their potential in the initial period, the emphasis was on the ability of naval strike forces to survive "at the beginning of the war."\textsuperscript{150} A selective use of statistics was found useful to "validate" both points of view. Statistics paraded in the 1960s showed relatively low initial submarine losses in previous wars but with the losses escalating over time and peaking at the end;\textsuperscript{151} comparable statistics of the 1970s tended to show increasing numbers of surviving submarines over time, also peaking, we were pointedly told, "at the end of the war."\textsuperscript{152} One set of figures was no doubt as good as the other; it all depended on the impression the sophisticated and attentive reader was supposed to carry away.

Did the withholding strategy change Soviet views on the war's duration? In the late 1960s General-Major Zemskov explained "the tendency to a sharp reduction in duration" of nuclear wars "by the enormous damage to materiel and morale inflicted by the belligerent states in the very first hours, and also by the fact that, during the war, neither side will be able to restore its armed forces in a systematic way because of the great losses in manpower and means of production."\textsuperscript{153} Of course, in the 1970s the Soviets
still held on to their all-out option and, specifically and pointedly on that account, held on to the perspective of a "war of brief duration," terminating in a single campaign. However, that the Soviets now had another option and another perspective was first indicated in an article by Captain First Rank Balev in the General Staff journal in 1971; the article was later hailed by the editors of the journal for its great role in forming "common views" in the officer corps of the armed forces, a tipoff that it enjoyed the official status of a "concrete expression of doctrine."

Balev took his predecessors to task for their "firm assumption that a general nuclear-missile war...will come to an end in an extremely short period of time...." This was predicated on the war being all-out from the start, in which case "not only major groupings of armed forces will disappear from the face of the earth but also whole states, while at the same time millions of consumers...and thousands of enterprises...will vanish...." Balev advances the contrary view that even a nuclear war "can be prolonged an appreciable amount of time." He agrees that enormous stockpiles of nuclear weapons have been accumulated on both sides, but argues in rebuttal that these "can be used by them at any moment," as opposed presumably to their obligatory discharge at the onset of hostilities.
Despite the deliberately opaque quality of Balev’s discussion, there can be little doubt that he was linking the longer duration of a nuclear war with limitations on nuclear weapons use. Indeed, a close comparison of his remarks with the full context of Colonel Shirman’s later attack on “nuclear fatalism” reveals that every point made by the latter was modeled directly on Balev, though Shirman’s plagiarism at least had the virtue of avoiding the worst of his model’s circumlocutions. Even the one straightforward statement by Balev on limiting weapons of mass destruction was expressed as a lesson from history and displaced from the general to the local-war context.

During World War II all the belligerent countries had at their disposal a significant number of chemical and even bacteriological weapons. However, in spite of the bitter character of the war and the highly decisive objectives of the parties, they were never used on a mass scale.

To be sure, even the strategy of the 60s had envisaged protracted nuclear war as one scenario “not to be excluded.” However, this had been based on a “broken-back” concept of war, with conventional action dominating the later stages, whereas the current scenario apparently calls for nuclear action throughout, once the war escalates to that level. Typically hiding behind the views of “American military leaders,” Air Marshal Zimin stated in this connection:

it is impossible to take out all targets...in a single strike, even if surprise is achieved. Therefore, steps are being taken to create forces for succeeding strikes [povtornymy udary], which should ensure final victory. On the
strength of this, the conclusion is drawn that a future war may have a lengthy, protracted character.\textsuperscript{161}

It is not surprising, then, that alongside all-out wars ending with a single campaign, we also find allusions in the 70s to a nuclear war extending over several campaigns.\textsuperscript{162}

Not unexpectedly, too, countervalue withholding and its associated perspective of a longer war seem to have been accompanied by a boost in requirements for strategic reserves of all kinds of forces. This new line first cropped up in the pages of the General Staff journal in 1971,\textsuperscript{163} then quickly spread to the unrestricted press. Although cast as historical analysis, the new material was commended by a reviewer for bringing principles to light "that have not lost their relevance in the present context."\textsuperscript{164}

The ostensible object-lesson of the discussion was the "adventurism" of the Axis "doctrine of all-out war" and the Axis "strategy of a Blitzkrieg of brief duration" [skorotechnaya molnienosnaya voyna]. However, we cannot fail to blush on Moscow's behalf for the similarities of this doctrine and strategy, as described, with Soviet counterparts of the 60s. The hubris of the Germans allegedly lay in counting on operations of the initial period to foreordain "the outcome of the war" as well as its course. "This involved the concentration of the overwhelming mass of their armed forces in the first strategic echelon and the allocation of quite limited forces to the strategic reserve," with the first
massive attacks ambitiously aimed at both counterforce and countervalue objectives, i.e., the defeat of major enemy concentrations "simultaneously" with the seizure of "economic and administrative-political centers." The mistake of the Allies in the war was different. Whereas the Axis overestimated the potential of the initial period for influencing the outcome of the war, the Allies went to the other extreme and "underestimated the growing role in war of its initial period...for the course of the war;" they "planned the greatest strain on their capacities, not at the beginning of the war, but at its end...." The Axis maintained few strategic reserves; the armed forces of the Allies were practically nothing but a strategic reserve for influencing the later stages and outcome of the war.165

The USSR alone took a correct, balanced approach, defective as it might have been in detail. Unlike the Allies, even before the German attack "the political and military leaders of the Soviet Union recognized that the results of the initial operations would have an enormous influence on the course of the war...." On the other hand, unlike the Axis, they rejected on Frunze's authority the notion that the war's outcome -- the achievement of the "war's objectives" -- could be decided by a "single strike" at the start of hostilities. "The war would assume the character of a prolonged and brutal contest." Guided by this insight in fighting World War II, the USSR skillfully combined spirited action in the first operations with the careful husbanding of strategic reserves.
for later action. The actual commitment of these reserves in mid-July 1941 was described, for the first time that I am aware of in Soviet historiography, as the real turning of the tide.\textsuperscript{166}

Having acquired another option for its strategy of escalation, it is not surprising that, as Garthoff points out, Moscow in the 1970s has been willing to lock up its all-out option in the restricting embrace of mutual assured destruction.\textsuperscript{167} There is evidence of this in the literature;\textsuperscript{168} recently MAD even seems to have captured the patronage of the Central Committee journal \textit{Kommunist},\textsuperscript{169} which, moreover, appears inclined to treat all-out war, not as the obedient servant of absolute policy, but as "absolute war" that has escaped from the control of policy and become an end-in-itself.\textsuperscript{170} The danger I think we have to avoid in all this is to assume the changes are the result of ideological accommodation. There may be more or less such accommodation in Moscow in the 70s than in the 60s, but the argument either way is not to be decided by Soviet acceptance or rejection of MAD. It was not ideological divergence that led Moscow to reject MAD in the 60s, and it is not ideological convergence that has brought about its apparent acceptance today. We would argue rather that both were determined by a logic of escalation and response that holds both East and West in thrall and takes its point of departure in perceptions of relative capabilities. It was the strength of multiple options that led Mr. McNamara to MAD after 1962; he could then
relegate all-out war to its only practicable sphere -- retaliation for an all-out attack. By that same yardstick we cannot avoid imputing to Moscow today a new access of strength in its grand strategy.

No longer is the USSR restricted to a single set of wartime political objectives. In the first half of the 60s, with only the all-out nuclear option, the Soviet Union entertained the only wartime goals that could justify the terrible costs of that option -- a defensive war against the class enemy who wanted to extinguish the Soviet system and enslave the Soviet people. Today, using the mirror-imaging technique, they put into the mouth of Western spokesmen views that probably reflect the greater range of their own objectives and options. According to Colonel Rybkin, "The policy and military ideology of imperialist countries now look on an all-out world war against the USSR as an extreme step...."¹⁷¹

According to Petrovskiy,

Some American political thinkers, even though they acknowledge that all-out nuclear-missile war...cannot be looked on ...as a 'rational' means for achieving political objectives, at the same time grant the possibility of such a war as an 'act of desperation' that has to be fallen back on as a 'last resort,' when they figure a threat has been created to the national existence itself....

Otherwise, says Petrovskiy, they would prefer to wage another type of conflict:

"limited strategic war," understood as an exchange of strategic nuclear strikes on "point" military targets (airfields, troop concentrations, missile silos). It is assumed that, after the missile "shootout" against such targets in the pos-
session of both powers, there still remains a possibility of entering on negotiations before reducing the matter to a mutual launching of intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBMs). 172

It is difficult to imagine the attribution of such views to Americans in the 60s, without simultaneously denouncing the views as dezinformatsiya. The implication is that the intercontinental warfare envisaged by Moscow today is not necessarily an "uncompromising struggle" over non-negotiable issues. Of course, the all-out option has not been discarded and, where the use of that option is the context, Moscow still takes its stand on unlimited wartime political objectives. 173 But where the discussion seems to turn on countervalue restraint, allusions on the political side drift to intrawar bargaining; an "honorable peace," on occasion, in lieu of victory; a threat to "continue the fight" if an opponent's demands are unreasonable; 174 and the determination of peace terms by the available correlation of forces.

The Soviet Eurostrategic Option

In previous five-year plans the focus of innovation had been on intercontinental strike options; in the five-year plan 1976-80, however, it has shifted to theater nuclear weapons. Nuclear artillery, with its greater accuracies for close battlefield support, was introduced for the first time operationally; and replacements for each of the older "tactical" and "operational-tac-
tical" missile systems (Frog, Scud, Scaleboard) were either in process of deployment or under development. However, the greatest concern was aroused over Eurostrategic innovations: the Backfire bomber, said to be somewhat more capable than the comparable U.S. FB-111; and especially the SS-20 intermediate-range ballistic missile (IRBM), whose improved accuracy, lower yields, mobility and reload capability suggests the potential for an independent sustained Eurostrategic counterforce option.\textsuperscript{175} There was a related operational innovation: the rebasing of six Golf-II ballistic missile submarines in 1976 from the Northern to the Baltic Fleet. The range of their missiles (1,200 km.)\textsuperscript{176} and the timing of their transfer, coinciding with the emergence of other capabilities for a Eurostrategic option, suggests an intended decoupling of the Delta-Yankee countervalue sanctuary in the Barents Sea from the operational area of sea-based Eurostrategic forces assigned to hit military targets; one would think this decoupling a prerequisite for using the Golfs as part of any independent Eurostrategic option. As Treverton remarks, all these changes "suggest that the Soviets may take the prospect of nuclear war-fighting in the European theater more seriously than had been thought;" the SS-20 in particular cannot be easily explained, as might the older SS-4 and SS-5 missile systems, as merely a technical way station en route to an intercontinental exchange.\textsuperscript{177}
I think we had better believe it. From the end of 1975 -- again precisely when we have come to expect the regular five-year doctrinal review -- evidence has begun to accumulate of Soviet Eurostrategic intentions, to put alongside their emerging capabilities. As usual, the intentions are not presented straightforwardly and as a well articulated whole, but esoterically and dribbled out in bits and pieces which the reader has to put together for himself. The first bit of information was released in a work by Admiral Gorshkov, signed off to the press in November 1975 and authenticated by both the author and his reviewers as a "concrete expression of doctrine," i.e., a military-scientific work which "proceeds from doctrine" and "validates" it.\textsuperscript{178}

The formula Gorshkov tampered with is one of the longest-lived in the Soviet Union. It continued to be repeated in the first half of the 70s with exactly the same content expressed by Sokolovskiy in the 60s: "if war is unleashed by U.S. aggressive circles, it will at once be transferred to the territory of the United States of America...."\textsuperscript{179} Now Gorshkov was to give a different version of this formula, and there can be little doubt he meant what he said; he not only repeated it word for word in the second edition of his work but interpolated a prefatory passage emphasizing the "vital significance" of his message for appraising the "global strategic situation." It read as follows:

Today, if U.S. imperialists unleash war against the countries of the socialist commonwealth, U.S. territory, in contrast to past wars, might become a theater of combat action....\textsuperscript{180}
This, of course, is the old inferential technique we have seen employed with the local-war and intercontinental-counterforce doctrines. If U.S. territory "might" become involved, there is the inescapable implication that U.S. territory might not become involved as well; certainty is missing either way. And since U.S. territory would become involved whether Soviet strikes were counterforce or countervalue, there is the inescapable implication, too, that the U.S. in this scenario might be a sanctuary against any sort of intercontinental exchange. But if U.S. territory is granted immunity from nuclear effects, does this mean USSR territory would also be expected to have sanctuary status? The reader might as well know from the outset that this is one of the most important questions we will have to resolve, since it is difficult to imagine Moscow deliberately selecting an option that permitted asymmetry even with respect to collateral damage.

What kind of war did Gorshkov have in mind that might give the U.S. sanctuary benefits? Another few bits and pieces dribbled out in the report of a conference on "new" American strategic concepts held, early in 1976 presumably, at the Institute for the U.S.A. and Canada. Knowing the Soviet penchant for the double-duty use of alleged American views as surrogates and justifications for their own intentions, it is with more than uncommon interest that we see a new theme emerge at the conference, introduced with the studied casualness and indirection typical of even
the most momentous disclosures. According to Mil'shteyn, one of the early speakers, Mr. Schlesinger had enriched the U.S. doctrine of realistic deterrence with still another type of war -- so-called 'limited strategic nuclear war,' meaning a limited exchange of strategic nuclear strikes on a small number of military targets. This type of war is grounded on the notion that neither side will have an interest in expanding a nuclear conflict and that both will prefer scenarios that open up the possibility of localizing it....181

Here Mil'shteyn seems to be attributing two types of limitations to the Schlesinger doctrine, one of which (weapons limitations) was really in the doctrine and another of which (geographical limitations) was not. That Mil'shteyn meant to imply geographical limitations is suggested by the remarks on a later occasion of another participant at the conference, Henry Trofimenko. American concepts of "the 'limited' use of strategic forces," he said, included "their limited use, not against the territory of the 'fundamental opponent' but, as it were, directly in the theater of military action for operational-tactical purposes (which they say becomes entirely possible as a result of the sharp increase in the accuracy of strategic missiles planned for in the U.S.)...."182

The localization theme was also pursued at the conference by G.I. Svyatov.

In recent years the number of delivery vehicles in the U.S. strategic-nuclear arsenal has not changed, but it has acquired new qualitative characteristics. Already today the number of assured-delivery strategic-nuclear warheads exceeds the number of targets. As the Americans say, the warheads 'are looking for targets.' This could mean that some portion
of the strategic nuclear forces will be tied in to those
tasks imposed on operational-tactical nuclear forces. 183
L.S. Semeyko addressed the same subject. He characterized as a
"highly dangerous symptom" the Pentagon's "attempt to tie in stra-
tegic nuclear forces to war in a theater of military action --
dangerous from the point of view of the possibility of this kind
of nuclear war's subsequent escalation." 184
What have we learned so far? That the U.S. plans a theater
war employing both strategic- and tactical-nuclear forces; that
the strikes will be counterforce, excluding countervalue; that the
territories of both the U.S. and the Soviet Union will be sanctua-
rries; and that there is a "possibility" of escalation but no cer-
tainty. If anyone at the conference took a contrary line, however
obliquely, I was unable to discern it.
This was only the beginning of the discussion. The most de-
finitive formulation of the new tack was made by General-Major
Rair Simonyan in an artfully constructed article in Red Star in
May 1976, every word of which is worth its weight in analyti-
cal gold. I have often wondered, only half in jest, whether on the
occasion of each doctrinal review Moscow does not run a private
"socialist competition" to see who can express the new line with
the most sophisticated deviousness and yet still be intelligible
to the elite; the winner's reward would be a prolific publishing
career, in which on one occasion an obscure point is clarified and
on another occasion a previously clarified point is thrown back
into obscurity. If there was such a competition at the turn of 1975-76, Simonyan surely won it hands down.

Simonyan begins by reporting that a "new" classification of wars has been worked out by the Pentagon. Since the Pentagon had done nothing of the sort, at least along the lines alleged by Simonyan, we just have to resign ourselves that this is a Russian dream and make what sense we can out of the "dreamwork." According to Simonyan, later repeated word for word by Latukhin and Surikov, the Pentagon has abandoned the term "general" nuclear war and now speaks only of "strategic" nuclear war. Simonyan and his plagiarists do not explain why the "Pentagon" has done this, but perhaps we can work it out. A "general" nuclear war, as the Soviets understand it, is the equivalent of their "world" nuclear war; a "strategic" nuclear war, on the other hand, would simply mean that strategic weapons were employed. Since the Soviets consider any missile system with a range over 1,000 kilometers to be strategic, including the SS-20, one immediately wonders whether Simonyan's "strategic nuclear war" is not a catch-all category that includes Eurostrategic nuclear conflicts in addition to world nuclear conflicts. Our suspicions are further aroused by the fact that, of the four categories of wars alleged in the new "Pentagon" classification, the strategic-nuclear category was the only one not associated by Simonyan with a specific geographical area.
What a Soviet writer leaves out is just as worthy of attention as what he puts in.

There seems little doubt that this is the explanation. We will remember that Mil'shteyn had earlier, at the conference held at the Institute for the U.S.A., included the notion of geographical limitations in what he designated as the Schlesinger concept of limited "strategic" nuclear war. And Simonyan himself later charged, after the May 1978 session of the NATO Council, that "the total result of the fulfillment of all NATO programs will make it possible for the bloc to wage a strategic nuclear war with means stationed in its European zone...." Simonyan had indicated the same thing obliquely in his initial Red Star article, later repeated word for word by Surikov. Although the U.S., they said, had substituted the term "strategic nuclear war" for "general nuclear war," the European members of NATO still held on to the old nomenclature. This did not mean that the Pentagon and its allies were contemplating fighting two different kinds of wars; on the contrary, the West European concept of general war "corresponds" to the Pentagon concept of strategic war. What kind of a war involving strategic weapons could we have that would, at one and the same time, be "general" for the Europeans but not for the Americans? This is easy: what Simonyan himself calls a "Eurostrategic nuclear war." As he and others never tire of telling us, it is a matter of indifference to Europeans whether a nuclear war is
worldwide or restricted to their continent; they would suffer the same damage in either case.\textsuperscript{189}

Simonyan also tells us that, in the Pentagon view, "a strategic nuclear war \textit{might}...be waged \[mozhet...vestis'] with the unlimited use of all the forces and means the belligerent parties have in their possession...."\textsuperscript{190} This is the old inferential technique again, implying that the "strategic" nuclear war envisaged, whether worldwide or restricted to Europe, would not necessarily escalate but might be either limited or all-out. While I am sympathetic with others who have translated this passage differently, I must insist on my own rendition.\textsuperscript{191} It is not only literally correct but compatible with what Simonyan reported about American views on other occasions. In 1977 and again in 1978 he said in identical words that Washington envisaged two types of strategic nuclear war: one "with the unlimited use of the entire arsenal of means of nuclear attack;" and the other "a 'limited' strategic war,...in which nuclear strikes can be inflicted only on military targets."\textsuperscript{192}

Latukhin (1978) and Surikov (1979) furnish other good examples. Each author, after repeating word for word Simonyan's statement that, in the Pentagon view, a strategic nuclear war "might" be unlimited, goes on a few pages later to say that all-out war is not the only scenario envisaged and that U.S. selective targeting in fact provided for "multiple options," including a
scenario allegedly designed "to limit the damage to both sides" through targeting restraint but actually aimed at unilaterally eliminating damage to the U.S. through a preemptive counterforce strike. According to Surikov, however, the Americans themselves recognize that this version of nuclear war harbors within itself the "real danger" (but not, mind you, the certainty) of escalation, which is why, in adopting the selective-targeting concept, the U.S. has nevertheless continued preparing for all-out war as well. Even General-Major Sergeev, who had at first stated that, in the view of the American military-policy leadership, both sides would employ "the entire arsenal of means of armed combat" in a "strategic nuclear war," evidently did not mean this employment would necessarily be on an unlimited basis; several pages later he went on, in the fashion of Latukhin and Surikov, to characterize selective targeting as a "multi-scenario" concept, a "special place" in which is occupied by an option calling for "a mass surprise attack by U.S. strategic offensive forces against military targets in the Soviet Union...." We must remember that Simonyan's 1976 article, the model for most later discussions, appeared before NATO got the wind up over Soviet Eurostrategic development and sounded off tentatively with countering plans of its own. This real NATO event, as opposed to the sham views attributed to Washington and Brussels in 1976, now gave Moscow the opportunity to give itself the color of an ag-
grieved party, responding only to Western initiatives. We have seen what scant respect should be accorded this version of the record; Soviet Eurostrategic ambitions were present in a decipherable form in the literature from the turn of 1975-76. However, it will pay us to look more closely at the Soviet reaction to NATO unrest from 1978 on, if only to confirm or deny what we thought we had learned about Soviet intentions up to that point and, equally important, to see what we can find out about how the Soviets intend to handle the problem of asymmetrical collateral damage to the USSR in a Eurostrategic option; at least, as this option is now understood in the West the damage is asymmetrical.

What precise intentions do the Russians charge us with in deploying our Eurostrategic systems? First of all, there is not the slightest hint of a charge that these systems are intended for an all-out strike on the USSR; the perceived danger is of a disarming counterforce strike, presumably against Soviet Eurostrategic systems, which "will deprive the 'potential opponent' [the USSR] of the possibility of carrying out a retaliatory strike in time." 195

In deploying IRBM and GLCM systems for counterforce purposes, the U.S. is said to be pursuing a two-fold objective. There is an urgent need for us to examine the Soviet formulation of this objective for what it might tell us by implication about Soviet intentions for countering our alleged strategy, which for the most part are imprecisely specified. This is on the assumption that
Moscow would be unlikely to pose an enemy strategy as a problem unless it could be resolved; without a solution there would be no advertisement of the problem and of Soviet incapacity to deal with it.

One U.S. objective is said to be "new in principle," though it is clearly not the main Soviet concern. "It consists of delivering, in a general-war context, a double strike on the Soviet Union -- not only an American strategic strike but also a significantly more powerful than at present Eurostrategic strike, while U.S. territory would be subjected only to the USSR's strategic strike." This formulation of the American objective is valuable for showing Soviet sensitivity to the problem of asymmetrical collateral damage, but it is hard to see what Moscow could do about it if we restrict ourselves to current Western thinking about Soviet options. If Soviet Eurostrategic systems remain in the USSR as a target for comparable Western systems, Moscow could produce SS-20s and Backfires until they were "coming out of their ears" without resolving the "double strike" problem. It could only be solved by abandoning SALT and matching each Western IRBM with a Soviet ICBM, but there is not the slightest sign of a Soviet threat to take this course. On the other hand, the double-strike problem could be done away with at a stroke by one simple expedient: moving the target of the Western Eurostrategic strike -- the Soviet Eurostrategic systems -- out of the USSR and into
Eastern Europe. Symmetry would then be restored; the USSR and the U.S. would each be subjected to single strikes, because the Western Eurostrategic counterforce strike would impact on Eastern Europe, not the USSR.

The second objective attributed to the U.S. also shows Soviet sensitivity to the problem of asymmetrical collateral damage: "in the context of a nuclear conflict, to draw off from itself to the maximum extent the threat of annihilating Soviet nuclear strikes by limiting the conflict to a European framework...."197 In other words, the problem is the American ploy to gain a unilateral sanctuary status in Eurostrategic war. Logically the Soviets could take one of three courses to negate this strategy: deprive the U.S. of nuclear immunity through escalation; persuade NATO by threats and blandishments to forego Eurostrategic deployments; or, barring that, gain for the USSR sanctuary parity with the U.S.

If ever there was a situation that seemed to call for inevitable escalation, it would be this one. With Eurostrategic systems based in the USSR the option is inherently unstable; regardless of whether East or West strikes first, the USSR would sustain damage to its territory whereas the U.S. would escape all harm. It would be the most natural thing in the world, therefore, for Moscow to discourage Washington from Eurostrategic deployments by threatening the certainty of escalation. Simonyan, however, says
that a Eurostrategic conflict "could escalate into a global nuclear war...." Katasonov speaks of the "great likelihood" of escalation. According to Mil'shtein, the use of U.S. forward-based nuclear systems, even on a limited scale, would be "an ominous step toward the global nuclear catastrophe"; it "might lead...to an irreversible escalation from a 'tactical conflict' to all-out nuclear war...." Semeyko seems to have the same implicit reservations about the certainty of escalation. We will remember that, at the think-tank conference of 1976, he had spoken only of the "possibility" of escalation, and he does not seem to have changed his estimate of the risks after NATO began to consider countering efforts.

The "Eurostrategy" of the NATO bloc will have a tendency...in the final analysis to increase the risk of nuclear war....The NATO "tactical" nuclear forces presently in existence are looked on as a sort of "connecting link" between conventional (nonnuclear) forces in Western Europe and U.S. strategic forces. It is felt that this link can ensure a "sufficiently gradual" escalation of the conflict up to the level of general nuclear war, and in certain circumstances even prevent it. Such calculations are, in themselves, quite risky. With the creation of qualitatively new weapons -- "Euromissiles" intended to fulfill strategic tasks -- such escalation would almost certainly be accelerated. Clearly escalation could "almost certainly be accelerated" without the war almost certainly getting to the top of the escalation ladder, much less necessarily getting there. In short, we seem to be dealing again with the inferential technique, implying that a Eurostrategic war could be contained at its own level. By analogy with Soviet handling of other options through this technique, its
use here in itself suggests that, far from intending to redress
the asymmetry in collateral damage through escalation, Moscow in
fact considers it to its advantage to keep the conflict at the Eu-
rostrategic level. The Soviet solution to the asymmetry problem,
therefore, has to be sought in some other direction.

Anyone who immerses himself in the literature of this period
cannot avoid concluding that the real cutting edge of the Soviet
threat is aimed at Western Europe; the U.S. is taking risks, but
our allies are surely going to catch it. Instead of escalation,
the emphasis is on "reciprocal efforts" on the part of the
USSR. The U.S. is charged with turning Western Europe "into a
launch platform for American strategic weapons and a target for a
retaliatory strike;" the USSR, if subjected to a Eurostrategic at-
tack, will be "forced" to respond "with the same weaponry." According to Defense Minister Ustinov, "if the deployed [Euro-
strategic] weapons are put to use by their owners, retaliatory ac-
tion will follow [not just might follow] against the appropriate
West European countries...." According to First Deputy Chief
of the General Staff Akhromeev,

The USA is misleading the Europeans. In actual fact, the
territory of these countries is becoming a launching site.
While the USA will use it to accomplish its strategic tasks,
the Europeans will eventually pay for this. In this case,
the United States will find itself, as it were, on the re-
serve players' bench because the Soviet medium-range delivery
vehicles are not stationed in the countries lying near the
USA and cannot reach the United States from the territory of
the USSR.
All these threats of a symmetrical Soviet Eurostrategic response are well and good, if they succeed in persuading our allies to forego additional Eurostrategic capabilities. But if they are not persuaded, the Soviet threat of reciprocity in deployments and targeting would hardly redress the problem — raised by the Soviets themselves, choked on as a bone in their throat on every occasion, and thus demanding a solution — of reciprocity in collateral damage. Nor does it really attack the strategy of graduated escalation preferred by the West Europeans, but in a way falls in with that strategy, which counts on the asymmetry in superpower collateral damage to keep up the escalation momentum and permit the war to be fought out over their heads. Thus, when Brezhnev assured German Federal Chancellor Schmidt "with all certainty that in case such American missiles should be stationed in Western Europe, the USSR and its allies will take those measures which will reestablish the balance,"\textsuperscript{206} we wonder what he had in mind.

Again, there seems to be only one way Moscow can simultaneously and at one stroke defeat the alleged American strategy of securing a one-sided advantage in damage-avoidance in Eurostrategic counterforce war, the alleged American strategy of a double strike in intercontinental counterforce war, and the real West European strategy of graduated escalation, and that is by moving Soviet Eurostrategic capabilities into Eastern Europe. It reestab-
lishes parity in superpower collateral damage, not by increasing the damage to the U.S. through the escalation of a Eurostrategic war or an increase in the Soviet ICBM inventory for an intercontinental-counterforce exchange, but by commensurately decreasing the damage to the USSR as the result of substituting Eastern Europe in its place as the target for a Eurostrategic counterforce strike. At the same time the restoration of parity in collateral damage imparts greater stability to the Eurostrategic level and to that extent decouples it from the intercontinental level -- anathema to the West European strategy of escalation.

Not only is this the most logical course for Moscow, and implicitly their preferred course from the way they formulate the problem in the open literature; it is also the course Soviet authorities in private directly threaten to take. Back last fall, for example, Brezhnev met in Moscow with the Socialist International's Study Group on Disarmament. From his remarks, reported at a news conference by V.V. Zagladin, First Deputy Chief of the Central Committee's International Department, the inference was drawn by diplomats "that the Kremlin would consider placing SS-20s in Eastern Europe if the new Pershings were deployed in Western Europe."207 Technically, there seems no reason to discount the credibility of this threat. Golf-IIIs can be serviced from a tender established, say, in Polish waters; Backfires with their support forces can fly into East-European airfields; and SS-20 crews
can simply drive their charges over the River Bug and set up shop a few miles into Poland. A.N. Latukhin, referring to the Soviet Union's "mobile strategic-missile complexes" and their ability to "serve several theaters of combat action," tells us that "the movement of such missiles from one theater of combat action to another is carried out by specially developed means of transport," which would surely have been expressed a little differently if he associated mobility only with survivability, as we tend to do.

It would be unnecessary, and even disadvantageous, to deploy these strategic forces into Eastern Europe on a permanent basis. Permanent deployment might arouse anxiety in East Europe over its role of lightening-rod and expose Soviet Eurostrategic forces to easier surveillance and sabotage, as well as greater risks of a preemptive attack from the West; a decision to strike first against Eastern Europe would be less escalation-sensitive than against the territory of the superpower. Far better to have these forces take up their forward positions only in a crisis, early enough for the West to think through the full implications of decoupling but not early enough to be able to implement countering programs that require lead times.

There are precedents for holding back in the USSR forces and weapons intended for use on the main European axis. Reportedly, neither the 500 n.m. tactical missile Scaleboard nor the nuclear
warheads for any of the Soviet tactical missiles -- Frog and Scud, as well as Scaleboard -- are normally prepositioned in Eastern Europe, and in a crisis will have to be brought there from the Soviet Union.209

Although decoupling is represented by Moscow as a retaliatory measure, the objective seems to have already appeared in surrogate form at the think-tank conference of early 1976 -- and for reasons which were good at that time as well as later. Even then the West had significant Eurostrategic capabilities, which, though decidedly inferior to what the Soviets planned, could nonetheless inflict appreciable collateral damage in a counterforce exchange and burden any Kremlin decision to use the option. However, collateral casualties are unlikely to be the only reason for decoupling.

Moscow also has to consider the effects of the positioning of its forces on the opponent's resolve, always the necessary second calculation in a diplomacy of force. "I make all the easy decisions; my enemy makes the hard ones" -- that has been the guiding principle all along, and surely just as attractive to the Russians as to us. Having stolen the march in Eurostrategic development, the Kremlin may now feel that it can, at the middle levels of the escalation ladder, enjoy some of the benefits of the strategy of response formerly monopolized by the West. Secure in its Eurostrategic lead, it can force the class opponent into a strategy of escalation. In that context, decoupling would clearly add to the
decision-making burden in Washington; in calling on intercontinental capabilities to compensate for deficiencies at the Eurostrategic level, the U.S. itself would be taking the crucial step in involving superpower territory and thus escalating the costs of war. However, in the absence of redeployment, the very first use of the Soviet Eurostrategic option from Soviet territory would constitute this crucial step, easing Washington's agony and affording it a natural causeway to the top. The disadvantages of this course in a test of political wills are there to some extent even if the Kremlin calculates -- as it not unreasonably could -- that, with the USSR having stolen the march in intercontinental development too, Washington may no longer have much to spare for patching up tears in the fabric below, since the conflict could become general and U.S.-based strategic capabilities would be needed for an intercontinental exchange.

Thus, the effects on the decision-making process on both sides conspire to make redeployment seem the logical Russian choice. If we are right about this choice and the reasons behind it -- and prudence dictates that we at least take the threat seriously -- there is probably only one development that could force a change: Soviet perceptions of an adverse shift in the Eurostrategic correlation. Then, one suspects, the Kremlin's approach would be quite different. No longer able to use the Eurostrategic option profitably and therefore no longer needing to decouple, Moscow at the same time would not want to afford the superior oppo-
dent decoupled Eurostrategic targets in Eastern Europe. It would make plain that such targets were in the Soviet Union to stay, that nothing could entice them out, and that any attack on them would amount to a first involvement of superpower territory, releasing the USSR from all constraints and easing the way for the "inevitable escalation" to follow.

As of now, however, that does not seem the Kremlin perception. We may even be seeing, alongside the new option, a new set of limited wartime political objectives to go with it. There is no direct association of Eurostrategic war with these objectives. The connection is oblique and highly tenuous, and may not exist at all. My hunch about the association stems from the way Simonyan discussed the alleged "Pentagon" classification of wars in 1976. He did not specify any political objectives at all for a Eurostrategic war as such; he simply noted that his catch-all category of "strategic" nuclear wars "might" be waged on an unlimited basis, gave the unlimited political objectives appropriate to an unlimited war, and then went on to treat what we would call "tactical-nuclear war in the theater" or "forward edge of the battle area (FEBA) nuclear war." According to Simonyan, the Pentagon and NATO have postulated "limited" political objectives for such a war, that is, "they should not put in question the very existence of the opponent's social system...."
also in the tactical nuclear context and without polemics, speaks at greater length of the American view:

In contrast to all-out or general nuclear war, a limited war is waged for quite concrete political objectives, the nature of which helps establish a certain dependence between the objectives and the force to be applied to gain the objectives. In general, in their opinion, a limited war involves concrete limited tasks, and not tasks calling for the complete elimination of an opponent. Simonyan takes issue with the tactical-nuclear option, "in the form of which it is presented," but curiously enough only from "the purely military point of view," not the political. While the Soviet estimate, as we shall see later, is apparently that a tactical-nuclear war would ultimately escalate to the "strategic level," though not necessarily immediately, Simonyan's and Sergeev's failure to ridicule the political objectives of the option could be interpreted as implying they might be carried along in the upward movement to Eurostrategic war. Whether this interpretation is worthy of notice or beneath it -- and I have my own reservations -- there does seem to be a general Soviet appreciation of the connection between limited options and limited objectives, though they are obviously reluctant to commit themselves unambiguously in print.
The record of Soviet doctrinal innovations over the last two decades suggests a long-range development strategy, starting with the all-out nuclear option at the top of the escalation ladder and, in an orderly regression, introducing new independent options one at a time. The step-by-step character of the development is easily explained by the lack of resources for an across-the-board approach. As Mr. McNamara reasoned long ago, the Russians can do many things but not all at once. The initial breakthrough to any option is costly but, having made it, the expense of maintaining and upgrading the option will be less and efforts can be refocused on another breakthrough.

However, the peculiarly regressive character of Soviet development is less easy to explain. It differs radically from the progressive character of the U.S. approach. The Kremlin started from the top of the escalation ladder and is working its way down; Washington took its stand at the bottom of the ladder and, as a fallback, put its foot on the very next rung up. American authorities reasoned, quite correctly, that the low-damage conventional option can be used to secure the full range of objectives, whether their value be high or low, whereas the high-damage nuclear option is restricted to high-value objectives. They held on to the all-out option basically as a counter to the Russians (the strategy of
response), stressing through the MAD formula its inutility for initiating action.

This reasoning must have been equally cogent to the Russians. The proof is that they have not remained satisfied with the all-out option but have actively pursued others, and not as a counter to the Americans but as a developmental initiative of their own. And yet, in pursuing other options, the Russians have not followed the American pattern of countering the opponent at the all-out level and then reaching down immediately to the conventional level for their basic option, attractive though its elasticity might be for serving all objectives. Their development route is regressive, a periodic sallying forth to capture lower levels from the basic stronghold of all-out war; evidence of all-out war as still the basic option is the use of the inferential technique to announce other options, a technique so subtle that even experienced Western analysts are left with the impression of an unchanged declaratory orientation on unlimited war, even though this is belied by capabilities. And this is curious, for a diplomacy of force confident of its strength does not normally like to hide its light half-way under a bushel.

In clinging to all-out war as the basic option and taking the indirect regressive route toward limited options, the Kremlin evidently perceives some comparative advantage it has in war-waging effectiveness at the upper levels of the escalation ladder. Conventional war demands precision weaponry, a wide distribution of
technical skills, and a coalition loyal to the cause; of greater
duration, it permits a superior productive base and greater man-
power reserves to be fully brought to bear in the course of the
war. All this, in the Soviet calculation, might favor the West.
The power of a nuclear blast, on the other hand, can compensate
for numerous deficiencies in precision; the crucial skills and lo-
yalties to direct the blast are concentrated in button-pushing
elites; and the action of these elites can either reduce the rear
areas of both sides to the equality of the grave (all-out nuclear
war) or sever their connection with the front (limited strategic
war). All this, they might calculate, helps the USSR improve its
relative position, without necessarily awarding it superiority.

Thus, in the American case, considerations of both damage
limiting and relative effectiveness coincide in a preference for
options at the lower end of the escalation spectrum. In the So-
viet case these considerations diverge in their demands, one (dam-
age-limiting) driving them to the low end of the spectrum and the
other (effectiveness) to the high end. The problem before us now
is whether the Kremlin, in its strategy of regressive development,
will strike a compromise between these two extremes at the mid-
point (the Eurostrategic option) or whether it will go on, sequen-
tially, to acquire independent tactical-nuclear and conventional
options, bearding the lion on what the Soviets at any rate evi-
dently consider to be his own terrain. Moscow may, of course, be
satisfied with the mid-point, but the evidence suggests we cannot
count on it even as the most likely course. Abstract calculations of comparative advantage always bear *ceteris paribus* qualifications; in this particular case all other things may not be equal, since there is an advantage to be gained in trying harder. We are not going to dispute that the USSR does try harder.

While, in its own eyes, Moscow has even yet not developed capabilities for tactical-nuclear and conventional warfare as *independent* options, there has been a gradual expansion of capabilities over the last 15 years on a dependent basis, to the extent that, with successive major pushes, there could be breakthroughs to independent options. The first half of the '60s was the low point in Soviet tactical-nuclear and conventional capabilities; the war was evidently expected on that account to escalate to the all-out level more or less immediately. In the doctrinal period 1966-70, however, Moscow introduced the concept of a "war by stages," involving an initial conventional phase, followed by tactical-nuclear action that would inevitably erupt, sooner rather than later, into all-out war. With respect to the duration of the conventional phase, the Soviets spoke only of "operations" [*operatsii*], the employment of the "first operational echelon," and the need to break through into the "operational depth" and seize objectives of "operational importance." In other words, planning was in terms of an "operation," and presumably a "front" rather than an "army" operation, while the prosecution of "immediate and subsequent tasks" (the tasks of the first and succeeding
strategic operations) and of "intermediate tasks" (the tasks of a campaign) were specifically eschewed. A front operation is the organized action of operational and tactical formations under a front commander, which in World War II lasted from 8-20 days.

Planning in terms of a front operation was attributed to "foreign military theoreticians," but we should not be thrown by this; the Soviets indicated the same guidelines explicitly for themselves by the use of other specialized terminology. In this period they tended to speak of a conventional "war" only with reference to a "local war," defined in such a way as to automatically exclude a war between the two coalitions. For the latter type of conflict, they spoke rather of conventional "military action" [voennye deystviya] or "combat action" [boevye deystviya], thereby subtly underscoring its arrested character. The majority of Soviet authors reserve the term "military action" for action only at the strategic level, employing the term "combat action" for efforts at both the operational and tactical levels. A minority of authors, however, extend the term "military action" to include both the operational and strategic levels, restricting "combat action" to the tactical sphere. Soviet references to both "military" and "combat" action, therefore, point only to a conventional "operation," since the operational art is the only common denominator between the two terms, i.e., "military action" is nev-
er correctly used in connection with tactics, nor "combat action" in connection with strategy.

Those writers who reserved the term "military action" for the strategic level could even use their understanding of the distinction between the two terms to illuminate the difference between plans for the conventional and nuclear phases of the war. Thus, in 1970 General-Major Zav'yalov made a point of telling us twice in the same article that "there are many differences in principle between the art of conducting military action with the use of nuclear weapons and the art of conducting combat action with conventional types of weapons." Lototskiy and his colleagues had earlier said:

It is necessary to teach fightingmen what is required in a thermonuclear war. At the same time it is necessary to take into consideration the possibility of conducting combat action with conventional weapons, as well as the possibility of this escalating into military action with the use of nuclear-missile weapons. Thus the authors refer to conventional combat action, its escalation to nuclear military action, and (without reference to escalation) thermonuclear war. It has occurred to me, though I do no more than call attention to it, that this may be a highly oblique way of indicating the scale of each phase of the "war by stages": front operations in the conventional phase; strategic action (possibly in the form of a strategic operation) in the tactical-nuclear phase; and superstrategic action in the all-out phase, which is the war proper. However, the safest course is to admit that we
know only the organized form of the conventional action from 1966-75 but nothing that even approaches solidity about the tactical-nuclear phase.

Things were to change in the doctrinal period 1976-80. In his Red Star article in 1976 Simonyan had referred to two American options relevant to our discussion in the new "Pentagon" classification of wars. One was tactical-nuclear war confined to the combat zone, which "the Pentagon" was said to feel was possible "first of all" in the European theater; however, Vice-Admiral Gontaev seemed to be negating the force of this American option as a surrogate by reporting the feeling of "many foreign specialists that one has only to use nuclear weapons, even if in a tactical zone -- and they will inevitably be used on a strategic scale." Still, as Simonyan and others point out, employing the inferential technique, such escalation need not be "immediate," implying continued Soviet adherence to the "war by stages" concept.

Another relevant option attributed by Simonyan to the U.S. was conventional war on the scale of an entire theater of war (as opposed to a "local war" or a war in a part of a theater), which could be unleashed "not only in Europe, but also in Asia." Although Simonyan says of this option only that it "is fraught with the constant danger of being transformed into a nuclear war," continued Soviet adherence to a war by stages seems to
negate it as an independent option for a NATO-Warsaw Pact faceoff in Europe. However, its surrogate force for a war in Asia is by no means negated. Since it is difficult to cook up any scenario in Asia other than a Sino-Soviet conflict that would be on the scale of an entire theater but still restricted to that geographical area, this might be the intended implication. I do not push the interpretation, but it is interesting that the option appears in a doctrinal period when the Chinese, for the first time, have acquired the necessary weaponry for a direct nuclear strike against Moscow.226

Except for the above references to tactical-nuclear and conventional "war" in a theater, the Soviets have otherwise continued to prefer the term "action" rather than "war" in discussing the tactical-nuclear and conventional options. However, there is a difference in the type of "action" indicated. Whereas in previous doctrinal periods no types of "action" were found unambiguously specified for the tactical-nuclear phase, but with both "military" and "combat" action specified for the conventional phase (implying an "operation" as the common denominator), in the current doctrinal period "military action" alone has been uniformly ascribed to both phases; and in at least one case the ascription was by an authors' collective that used "military action" exclusively for action at the strategic level, reserving "combat action" for the operational and tactical levels.227 According to Chief of the
General Staff Ogarkov, for example,

The present-day military strategy of the U.S. and the other countries of NATO proceeds mainly from the concept of waging general war.... At the same time the possibility is recognized of conducting protracted military action with conventional weapons alone and, in individual theaters of military action, even with the limited use of nuclear weapons....

Thus, Marshal Ogarkov is willing to dignify a strategic nuclear conflict with the epithet "war," but the reference to conventional and tactical-nuclear "action" betrays their truncated, uncompleted character as phases of war. However, as "military" action, it is now at the strategic level for both options. In the case of the conventional phase, this is probably (since it is the next step up from the front operation) a "strategic operation," i.e., an organized series of simultaneous and successive front operations carried out under the aegis of the Stavka of the Supreme High Command; in World War II, we will recall, such operations lasted up to 30 days. Planned action in the case of the tactical-nuclear phase would take the form of either a strategic operation or a series of strategic operations organized as a campaign, both of unknown duration.

The apparent Soviet pattern of a methodical, step-by-step acquisition of new independent options in successive five-year plans, together with the progressive expansion over time in the duration of tactical-nuclear and conventional action as dependent options, suggests that in future doctrinal periods these options could be elevated to the status of full-fledged wars, rather than
mere phases of war. Given the regressive sequence in the Soviet pattern of development, the coming 1981-85 doctrinal period could witness, say, the breakthrough to an independent tactical-nuclear option, with the simultaneous tailoring of conventional endurance to the requirements of a campaign of perhaps 90 days. The turn of conventional action for elevation to independent status would then come in the doctrinal period 1986-90; and in the meantime, Moscow would continue to upgrade its other options. This, of course, is only a mechanical extrapolation of past trends; the actual pace and sequence of development could turn out quite different.

Still, as long as it is not taken too seriously, we need a model of Soviet military development; and perhaps we now have the necessary experience with past practice to create such a model, however tentatively advanced and cautiously received it ought to be. Twice in the '70s we have been surprised by Soviet initiatives; no sooner had we discerned one initiative, pondered its strategic meaning and debated possible reactions than a new initiative was thrust upon us before counteraction could be implemented -- and all this in connection with levels of the escalation ladder where the U.S. makes the major decisions for the alliance, with almost no one to debate with but ourselves. But Moscow is now approaching regions of the option spectrum where our allies quite properly have more to say, and they notoriously do not see eye-to-eye with us even on the fundamentals of alliance strategy. One can only hope their expressed preference for a strategy of es-
calation proves to be more a matter of intra-alliance bargaining
to shift the burden at the margin than a serious recipe for coping
with the common opponent, an opponent who apparently understands
very well the disadvantages of such a strategy and seems deter-
mined to put the West in that position if he can. But even if
this more sanguine interpretation of our allies' position proves
out in the crunch, the problem still remains of quick reaction,
and for this we need a set of expectations and a plan for coping
should these expectations unhappily materialize. It is not a mat-
ter of taking development action on the basis of the model, but of
planning action on that basis, debating and resolving our differ-
ences on the proper responses beforehand. That way there ought to
be less occasion for falling behind.

However, we not only need a set of expectations to orient our
planning; we also need to recognize innovations more swiftly when
they occur. In this connection perhaps the greatest neglect has
been in exploiting the open literature. This is not only another
indicator of Soviet intentions; it is also often the earliest
indicator. Sometimes it is late in a doctrinal period before we
see deployments for an option; it is sometimes rather late before
convincing evidence accumulates on weapons development; but, as I
have tried to show, the Soviets appear to begin discussing new
options at the very beginning of the doctrinal period. These dis-
cussions are carried on in a fragmentary and oblique manner, to be
sure, and the reader himself always has to be an active partici-
part in the communication process. But if we once resign ourselves to learning the "customer's" specialized language, steep ourselves in his standard formulas and patterns of communication, and avoid the arbitrary assumptions and interpretations that have given Kremlinology a deservedly bad name, then there might be many returns to our security.
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